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Faculty
award goes
to Spencer

Dean charges LGS
by Anton Zuiker

by Tara Schmidtke
News Editor
Dr. John Spencer, a Religious
Studies professor and director of
the Honors Program, is this year's
recipient of the Distinguished
Faculty Award.
"Without any doubt, John
Spencer is an outstanding scholar
who is well recognized, natiOnwide, by other professionals m h1s
fie ld" sa1d Dr. Duane Dukes,
chainnan of the Distinguished
Faculty Committee and fonner
recipient of this award.
This award was established to
give recognition to outstanding
faculty. There are six essential
criteria that the committee used in
selecting the recipient: teaching,
research and scholarship, advising,
professional academic service,
service to lhc University and service outside of this university.
In order to be selected for this
award, a faculty member must be
nominated by either students,
alumni, other faculty, or a combination of all three. According to
Dukes, the nominations need to
be clearly stated, address all six
areas and have documentation to
support iL
"The Conner recipients of this
award were all exceptional in these
areas and provided a shining example of the faculty at John Carroll" said Dukes. '.'I think that
John Spencer is that shining example".
Spencer will receive a $2000
cash award, a plaque and presentation of the award at Spring
Commencement
He will also be responsible for
giving the commencement address
at the Summer graduation. There
will be a reception for him on May
2 in the atrium at4:00.
Dukes expressed regret that,
due to confidentiality, it is impossible to give recognition to all
applicants and urged the students
and faculty to continue nominating people.
"Dr.Spencerisagoodexample
to students and other faculty," said
Dukes.
"But remember that you don't
win this award. You cam this
award."

April18, 1991

John Carroll University, Uttiversity Heights, Ohio 44118

Dr. John Spencer rrom the religious studies department and
Honors Progr·am recieved the Distinguished Faculty Award.
-!'bolo by Marcdl~~a

A campus sorority is under investigation for an alleged incident
of hazing which sent a freshman
pledge to the hospital for a blood
alcohol content more than twice
the legal limit.
"Lambda Gamma Sigma is
charged with hazing" stated Joseph
Farrell, dean of students. "All
LGS activities are suspended until their hearing, which IS nonnal
procedure." That hearing, of the
University Hearing Board, is tentatively scheduled for April 25.
The incident in question happened early Tuesday, April 9,
when an LGS pledge was taken
from John Carroll University to
Hillcrest Hospital in Mayfield

Heights. The student's blood alcohol content was tested at .265.
A content of .10 is considered
legal ly intoxicated in the state of
Ohio.
"The University Heights fire
chief confided to me that it was
dangerous. and could have been
fatal," Farrell said. The student,
however, returned to school the
next day.
There is some concern on the
part of LGS members that the
student consumed the alcohol
before the pledge activity had
started. It will be the responsibillly of the hearing board to decide
culpability in the mauer.
"The sorority has really come
together with this challenge," said
continued on page 5

_D_iM
__a_ri_a_holds presidency after inquiry
byChrjs Kazor
News Edtor
Following an investigation by
the Judicial Board, junior Tony
DiMaria will remain as president
of the incoming senior class.
The mauer was flfSt brought
into question on April 9 at the
Student Union's weekly meeting.
At that meeting senator Laura
Boustani, citing article 10 of the
Judicial Board Procedures Act,
made a motion that the senate vote
to validate the election of the re-cent senior class president. The
motion was passed, and the mauer
was turned ov,er to the Judicial
Board.
In the election, which took
place on March 25 and 26,
DiMaria, running as a write-in
candidate, appa.rentl y defeated Jeff
Stiltner, who was the only candidate listed on the ballot. The confusion arose from the fact that a
number of ballots were turned in
blank, with neither Stilmer's name
circled or DiMaria's name written. These ballots were not credited to either candidate, and when
the votes were counted DiMaria
had won.
Concern was raised over the
possibility that the blank ballots
might have been votes intended
for Stilmer. Voters might have
considered it unnecessary to circle
Stiltner's name since he was the
only person lisl.ed on the ballot.
"Ifthere was something wrong,
I just wanted it taken to the Judicial Board," Boustani said.

At the most recent SU meeting
on April 16, Mike Sacco, head of
the investigation committee said
that the committee saw " ...no
reason to invalidate the election at
this time." It was then reported
that the election would be validated by the Judicial Board the
next day.

In a related matter, an investigation continues concerning the
original motion which Boustani
proposedattheApril9 meeting. It
seems that there was much confusion among the senators as ro
what was being voted upon. Apparently some senators thought
they were voting on whether to

turn the matter of the election over
to the Judicial Board, which was
the case, while others thought they
were voting on whether to debate
the issue.
The investigation commiaee
said it will resolve this matter at
the next Student Union meeting
on April23.

JCU Students mourn death of Rock
by Heather Hawkins
Staff Reporter
More than one hundred John
Carroll University students attended the funeral of Dan Rock,
who had been Carroll's assistant
equipment manager since 1983.
Rock suffered a stroke on
March 28, 1991. He remained in
a coma for one week before passing away on April 4.
Accordmg to Sophomore
Joanna Tomazic, a memberofboth
the track and cross country teams,
every sport was well-represented
at Rock's funeral, indicating how
much impact he had on the Carroll
community.
"Dan was a special person to
all the athletes, because he made
all of us feel special," Toma.zic
said. "He inspired us with his
enthusiasm and willingness to go
out of his way to do everything he
could for us."
Jim Pancher, one of Rock's
closest friends, came to JCU four
years ago and learned that Rock
was to be his assistant.

"Well before I carne, he was a
permanent fixture with the athletic
department" said Pancher.
Rock was always nervous that
he would be forced to retire when
he reached the age of 70, but
Pancher assured him that he would
not let that happen. Pancher described Rock as a responsible, re-

liable, and personable worker.
"He would do anything in the
world for you - above and beyond
what wascalJedfor,"saidPancher.
The students agreed with
Pancher. Jenn Alfredo, a freshman
runner who also worked with Rock
said that chatting with him was
continued on page 5
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Multiculturalism must strive for true reform
The battle for equality rages on college campuses across the nation. A
movement dubbed "multiculturalism" is the cause of the re-evaluation of
the status quo as it pertains to racial issues.
John Carroll University is certainly not immune to the changes that are
sweeping the nation. This week the University released itS first policy on
racial harassment While it is long overdue, it is an important step towards
achieving greater diversity on our campus. We have witnessed changes in
the curriculum, includin~ the addition of an Afro-American literature
course in the English department. This type of class has been long available
at many schools, and finally after much debate, JCU has added this to the
Fall course offerings. Education is an effective way to confront the
ignorance, and can only serve to advance the cause of true multiculturalism.
While changes like these are beneficial, there are also things taking place
on our campus that simply fall under the guise of change towards greater
equality.
Recently to keep up with the push for "politically correct" language, the
Minority Affairs department changed their name to Multicultural Affairs.
Does verbally purifying an issue really advance the cause? It seems as
though political correctness is being mistaken for true social change, and
this is a trend that must not continue. Superficial changes might make
things sound better, but what it all comes down to is that our campus still
lacks a true sense of diversity and until we can make it more appealing to
minorities, we will be missing out on the benefitS of diversity in the
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university.
So, in the recent past, there have been many changes intended to advance
the concept of multiculturalism. It is important to remember that diversity
is a special, interesting and essential element in any true learning experience.
We should do our best to continue with the advancements that we have
undenaken. We must try to avoid trivializing the true struggle for equality
that e~ists by simply brushing over it with politically correct l!ngo.

Voinovich budget proposal
means major education cuts
Actions taken by Governor George Voinovich in late March could make
John Carroll University almost $1 million poorer between 1991 and 1993.
Under a new budget proposal, the former Cleveland mayor has made plans
to cut the Ohio Student Choice Grant program rate to almost half its current
level.
Currently, the aid package provides that $578 be provided to an institution for every Ohio resident that attends their school and accepts a Student
Choice Grant. In the Voinovich proposal, this grant would be reduced to
$480 per st~dent and restricted to those with family incomes under
$36,000. Previously, there has never been a need-based requirement. J.
Gerard Sheehan, directoroftheJCU Office of Public Policy, estimates that
JCU could lose more that $900,000 during the next and subsequent
academic years.
preserve the funding. Sheehan has communicated with all Ohio students
and parents.
The Srudent Union Senate passed a resolution Tuesday, April16 urging
the Ohio state legislature "at a minimum to ~sttft funding to the level in
the current biennium." The governor's proposal is up for a vote today in the
Ohio House ofRepresentatives.
Taxpaying Ohioans will
more likely attend a college in
this state if they are allowed to
select a school that best fits
their needs.
Also, the reduction or loss
of this grant would place an
additional financial burden on
JCU that would be necessarily
spread to every studentOhioian or not.
Therefore, this grant must
be allocated at a significant
level of funding and be available without consideration of
family income or cost.
. . . .icby PJ. Hnucbolt

MISS: ThcJCUFrcePressmissed,only
slightly, in printing the top 10 best and
worst faculty insLCUctors at Carroll. While
this is an excellent idea, the Free Press'
effon was incomplete and incisory, which
makes the Student Union's intended
Teacher Evaluation Manual all the more
needed. It has been in the planning stages
for months, and we hope to see it soon.
HIT: The marathon effon by all involved in the Third Annual Dance Marathon
is a stunning example of hard work and
service. Inapunishing26hoursofdancing,

participants raised over $13,000 for the
Rainbow Babies and Children's Hospital in
memory of fonner JCU student Heather
Forsythe. Shimmering Olympic gold
medals to all involved.
HIT: Dr. Leland and Mrs. Helen
Schubendeservea resounding "thank you"
from John Carroll University. These two
Cleveland philanthropists pledged $1 million to endow the Ethics Across the Curriculum program, which in the future will
sponsor courses in ethics in most academic
disciplines.
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Black out, poor communication, apathy stifle campus
partment raced to the telescope to dent Union sponsored event to- had never received final conflJ'•Oh, say can you seeeeee...
day.
But
phone
fliSt,
lest
you
for
a
solar
eclipse,
officials
mation
that
Carroll
was
coming.
check
Sure,
the war is over, but where
Loungin· at Cleveland Electric and Illumi- show up to a canceled event.
The blame rests nowhere. But is all the patriotism shown by
TheSU 's problems during last responsibility lies both on the out- Carroll students now that Amerinating Co. raced to fix a downed
around substation.
J CU 's library, science week's Spring Fling Week are a going SU administration, which can Gls are safe and sound?
and administration build- strident example of the need for organized the week, and the new
The flag symbolized in the
with center,
ing experienced darlmess for three constant communication. On admininstration, which now gov- windows ofPaceUi is missing, with
•"Lights, lights would be good
here!"
Half of Carroll's campus was
plunged into darkness last Thursday, and while the astronomy de-

hours. At the same time the
school's computer system failed,
postpOning fall class registration
faraday. Well,everything'sback
to normal, except maybe the cost
of tuition.
•Fling into spring with a Stu-

Kudos to Carroll community
To the Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the John
Carroll community for their outpouring of love, support
and dedication to the third annual Dance Marathon held
in memory of Heather Forsythe. Rainbow Babies' and
Children's Hospital will benefit greatly from our contribution of$13,500. I could never begin to mention every~ne
involved in this very worthwhile cause, for the Marathon's
success was the culmination of many people's tireless
sacrifices.
So, to the student body, organizations, the Marathon
committee, dancers, sponsors, faculty, staff and administrators, I sincerely thank you for giving of yourselves.
You.have indeed celebrated life.
Lisa L. Heckman
Director of Student Activities

Writings offend readers
To the Editor:
We feel compelled to respond to two articles which
were recently distributed on campus.
The Carroll News article "Time has come to stop
basking in the glow of Vatican II" calls for the reform of
the Catholic Church. Although we do not believe that it
is 'in anyone's best interest to believe indiscriminately
anything anyone says, we feel that the author of the article
completely ignores the facts that the Church is guided by
the Holy Spirit and that the Holy Spirit is, has been, and
will be shaping the church and its teachings until the end
of this world. The author seems to imply that the Church
can do whatever it pleases as long as its people think they
knowwhattheyaredoing. WebelievethatitisaCatholic's
duty to accept Church teaching humbly and intelligently
instead ofto trust in one's own perceived intellectualism.
We believe that the wisdom of the Church is wisdom
which comes from God, who is the Creator, Ruler, and
Judge of the unive~. and is to be trusted considerably
more than the statements of anyone who would not exist
for even a moment were it not for God's love.
A month or so ago, literature concerning "safe sex''
was distributed to students. The first page of one particular flyer presented a summary of the Catholic Church's
perspective on sexuality, but the next seven pages went
on to describe the uses of condoms, lubricants, and other
things. 11te flyer ranked sexual acts by "safeness"; masturbation and petting, for example, were included in the
list of the "safest" sexual acts. We feel that this flyer
grossly misrepresents the Catholic Church's teachings
concerning sexuality and sexual acts. The inclusion of

Wednesday, Dances With Wolves
was scheduled to show in Kulas
Auditorium, yet everyone forgot
that the movie wasn't supposed
to arrive until Friday.
On Thursday, buses dropped
off students at the locked doors of
Rumrunners Nightclub, which

erns student concerns.
These mix-ups, luckily, were
rescued. Dances... was showQ to
a crowded theatre on Friday and
Sunday, and the Thursday night
buses continued to run so that students could still enjoy a night out
at the flats.

a few pieces of paper here and
there. Those yellow ribbons tied
around the quad trees are tom and
faded.
Life goes on, even though the
world is not at peace. Do Carroll
students have to be threatened to
give a damn?

and ballets have lost business due to the high cost of
attendance. This is especially true amongst the college
crowd. People fault college students for their lack of
appreciation for the fine arts. We feel that students would
be quick to seize the advantages of the excellent ballet
company or world-renowned orchestra in Cleveland if
Brian Archdeacon '92
only they could afford iL Therefore we have a suggestion
John Kubes '93
for current and future managements of the ballet and
orchestra.
Editor's note:
Everyone is aware that credit institutions are currently
The flyer referred to above was distributed privately by taking risks by offering credit cards to college students
Jesuit novice Jesse Lee, and is not associated with the who do not yet have decent paying jobs. Banking instiAIDS Awareness Commillee.
tutions are offering free checking without a minimum
balance, which attracts many college students. The thinking
behind such practices is that by introducing studcnL'l to
JCU shows love to family
their services while still in college, they will become
lifetime cusaomers.
We feel that the ballers and orchestras could benetir
To the Editor:
This letter is being written to express our appreciation from this thinking. lf more students could afford these
to all of you who knew our brother, Dan Rock, and who productions through low cost tickets, then many of them
would continue to patronize these companies throughout
share with us our recent loss.
We were overwhelmed by the numbers who auended their Lives.
his funeral. There are no words to express the comfort we
David Marques ' 91
felt by your presence.
Tim Welch ' 91
We loved him very much but had no idea that so many
others felt so close to him - faculty, students, and staff.
Although he never had a wife or children, we realize that
Understanding is key to peace
through his love of sports and people he had a family in
each and every one of you.
To the Editor:
Your ~arm concern and understanding has helped us
Nora Mackin stated in her Forum article that Catholics
through this time. We are convinced that Dan is resting
in
Northern
Ireland are not free to attend services on St.
peacefully and that somehow he knows you were there for
Patrick's
Day.
An article in the Ulster Gazette, Feb. 7,
him at the end.
1991,
tells
of
plans
being made to celebrate St. Patrick's
Thank you so very much.
Day in Armagh, Northern Ireland. Since Armagh is my
home, I know that this has always been the case.
Richard Rock
At a time when it seems there is a willingness to assist
Gila Rock Shabanow
a
process
towards peace and justice in Northern Ireland,
Phyllis P. Rock
it is important to set the record straight.
"Lqve is the secret weapon of the only revolution that
Fine Arts must cultivate support really works."This was said recently by Dr. Cathal Daly,
the new Archbishop of Armagh, as he called for an end to
the campaign of violence.
To the Editor:
Just the other day, one of our friends and his girlfriend
Margaret M. Sullens.
wanted to go down to the State Theater to see a ballet. When
he calJed for tickets he found out that the evening would
cost him in excess of$50. This would have just included the
ballet with dinner being another $40 (at least!). He declined
and instead decided to rent a $2.50 video.
Even though students can obtain discount tickets to
selected performances through John Carroll University,
there are many performances that cannot be seen except at
full price. Also, only a very limited number of tickets can
be obtained in this way.
You would have to wonder how many times the theaters
the first page seems to imply that the next seven pages aie
also in accord with Church teaching, but they are not.
Immorality is immorality regardless of the "safety" and
gravity of the immoral action. We believe that any sin
against God is far, far worse than any physical ailment.
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In fast paced society
students must take
time out for others
in ourcoun!Iy is raped. Every 25
minutes someone is murdered.
•Approximately 700,000
As a member of the colle- children were homeless in our
giate community, you are part coun!Iy last year. More than 19
of the intellectual flower of our mimon ~pie are expected to
be homeless by 2000.
nation.
•More than 30 million
You represent the voice,
opinions, and feelings of our Americans have no health insurance at all.
generation.
•Greater than 150 mtllion
Most importantly, you represent the future. The direct people in this coun!Iy live in
course of Lhe world and nauon, areas with air pollution above
their beauues, horrors, miracles, levels considered harmful by the
and cataStrophes lay in your federal government
•SO million acresofforestare
hands.
We areal! indivtduals m what cleared in the world every
is collectively one of the most minute.
•A S300 trillion federal defirespected groups and assetS of
cit, with a budget that is not
our nation. You count.
Within the next 10 years or scheduled to be balanced for
so, lilce it ornot, we will come to several years.
represent the leadership of our
This is undoubtedly overnation. And as unfortunate and
wrong as it is, all of the prob- whelming, and it's only a small
lems, negligence, and mistakes portion of the problem which
of Lhe generation before us will will face us. So now what? What
can one person do?
fall inlo our hands.
Anything. Not only must we
An eroding and destroying
aspire to solve these problems,
cn v~ronment , the budget defi ci t, faltering education and (man's potential is limitless) but
health systems, a war debt, sav- it is also important that we do
ings and loan bail outS, and ris- something now.
I'm justsaying that you should
ing poverty in our country are
some of the problems soon to be stand up for what you believe in.
handed over to us.
You may not be able lO change
A fa st-paced, everything- the world but you can certainly
now society earmarked by high make a diffemce.
The next time you down a
divorce rates, eroding family
six-pack,
toss your cans in a
unity, single parents, children
Take your
recycling
container.
raised in day care centers, and
to
the
Salvation
old
clothes
AIDS will also be part of our
Army.
It'JJ
take
20
minutes.
To
inheritance.
thinlc
that
by
taking
20
minutes
So as we look with doleful,
cynical, pessimistic, and scared out of your life you may be able
eyes towards the future, we want to make someone else's life a
to avert our gaze.
little better is pretty dam speIt's easy to look away and cial.
Read the paper and watch TV
say, "I've got enough problems
of my own," and "I've got news. Become informed. You
enough to worry about Why are the one wllo votes the leadme?"
ers of our country into office.
Give a damn. The greatest
This is the auitude which got
us where we are today. Why not men and women that ever lived
you? Why not us? Inevitably, it made a difference because they
will have to be. for as these eared. Martin Luther King Jr.
blunders of recent years begin and Abraham Lincoln were orto increasingly unfold before us, dinary guys who believed that
things will get worse. God help the world could be made a little
us when, 20 years from now, we better.
Look around and think about
have to explain to our children
it.
why Lhings are so bad.
It's up to us: to stand orlay,LO
We'll have no one to blame
but ourselves. Because we de- love or hate, to tum away or look
cided that we couldn't do any- ahead.
Remember, a little goes a long
thing about it, or decided to let
way, and nothing goes nowhere.
someone else take care of it.
•Every six minutes someone

by Eric Schuur
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Democrats should start now for '92
by Cindy Ford
Forum Editor

Welltt's getting to be that Lime
again, time to start worrymg who
we are going to get stuck with as
President for the next four years.
The elections are not until next
year, bul the. Democrats need to
start worrying now. And it's Lime
for them to admit that the only way
they can win in '92 is to follow my
fool proof plan.
Let us start with Dan Quayle.
By now there have been more jokes
told about poor Danny Boy than
there have been about Rosanne
Barr, Rob Lowe, and Tammy Faye
Baker put together.
It is a fact that this countiy
suffers from Quayle-in-controlphobia. The democrats must capitalLze on this fear. They should
hire some really important people
10 start spreading rumors about
President Bush's health. Make it
sound as if he might not make it
through another four years; the
result would be instant hysteria
and loss of votes for Bush.
The next stage for the DemocratS is to change their party name.
Many Americans seem to have
forgotten that Lhe word "Democrat" carne from the word democracy. Thus when they IIy to determine what the word Democrat

means, this is what happens.
"Demo" means ft.rst II)' at something. "Crat" must be some kind
of German food. Therefore, they
end up with Democrats being a
trial cooking of German food.
The Republicans have a really
good name. Even if you don't
know what a republic is you can
look at the word and sec the letters p-u-b. We all know what a
pub is, and most of us know what
the preftx re- means. Therefore
you end up with Republican
meaning "back to the bar."
The Democrats need a title that
Americans can sink their teeth
into. They need something that
states exactly how Americans feel
right now. My new title for the
Democrats is: Ameraegocentrics.
That has a nice ring to it.
Also, that donkey as thetr
symbol has got to go. The
Republicans have the elephant,
and the last two republicans who
have held the office of President
hav.e been similar to that symbol,
slow and wrinkled. The Democrats new symbol should be the
cheetah, fast and tierce, the people
will love iL
Another important job is to
lure Bush's speech writer LO Lhe
Democrat's side. Whoever he/she
is, they are a genius. Bush can say
so much, but yet nothing at all, it's

incredible. If successful, the
Democrat's nominee will be sent
away to learn from this master of
nothingness.
Thts master will also teach the
nominee all the no-no words, or
words not to utter during a campaign. Words like: abortion, homosexual,homclcss, AIDS,drugs,
blacks, women, or any ethnic
group, and tl1c ullimate no-no
word, LIBERAL.
Then the rest of the Democrats
should II)' to woo Whitney Houston and Beue Midler into collaborating on a theme song for the new
candidate.
Now if all of this fails, and I
don't see how it could, since
Amcncans love trash and flash
and good looks, the Democrats
will have to rely on some dangerous alternative.
I will scnda copyofthisanicle
to the Chairman of the Democratic party and urge him not to
ignore my plan.
However if, by some horrible
mistake my plan is ignored, then
we arc in for another four years of
Georgie Porgie. Can this country
handle it? I don't see why not,
we've handled it for .four years
already. We'll jusL have LO keep
on doing what we've been doing
with this country's problemsignore them.

Participatitis plagues campus
.

8

~ are

a lot volved in t:)le band, written for the scllool newspaper~
orllibtg$ going on pledged a fraority, planned a dal'lce for kJlo~ stuon a qoJiegc cam- ~ts', donated time to community service prOJects,
pus., it~mes ran in a sludenL election, and is still trying t6 ~eep up
SQemS1fu:lttbere are wjtb school worlt.
·'
,.,.
Itseems tbal our friend Chris has got it bad. Chris
tneans well, but is beginning to suffer.
·
~ve drQpped lately. and he doesn't know wneUJ.er
.~they will e)'el'gct off tbc grownc}~g~t:.~'J"!'' ': '
. Chri~ i$ al$() Qn the verge of inSl.i..ltldt.Y~':::fC.tiiij;'::bas~

~~-~~~~:~~
· · ;~~~w~aw~a~~~~~ffiiuiThc*i
$e6ms iL will"'""'"r-..,..~r .,.<>.;;;;:

H

itHiikthcir,l>::::; ~

Cb.Qs haS also been rosing sleep

rilake op for it in classes.
,,..., :::··..;;' . . ·
a..,n to run the m.
.
.,, §h;.:::~;, ,.
The things Chris is involved in
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Students elect new class officers

model Arab League
..They were probably the most
educatioflal throe conseeutive

by Chris Kazor
News Editor

The student body chose thelf
respective class' officers during
the elections which took place on
March 25 and 26.
Junior Tony DiMaria, running
as a write-in candidate, was elected
opening up mfflds?'
~· Laum'~2-~~..0~ed the president of the incoming senior
·,.team ()flllu~Roo ~lconi· Dan class. Jennifer Riucr was elected
viceprcstdem, whtleCoreySchaal
Griffioil'*~k~i>ibanMs.-,
... •(-·~~¥i~1f\ .J~.
' .
.
.T09fa~:fJ&~ajfnons, and Joe and Shawn 0 'Reilly were elected
secretary and treasurer respecsl0Wier~rt= ¥J.i ·);· •.
·1 realliMWrecia~ih~students tively. The on campus senators
who wenL '!bey were gtea.t. We chosen for next year were Deanne
couldn'thave:"doneas wen asw~ Hanley and Man Kress, and Jim
did with(>ut them. We got John Kmskem and Marc McNulty were
Carroll's ttafJ}d:nown amana the elected as off campus senators.
Rmcrcomplimenlcd this year's
bigger.stboo1sarut we did~ well
or better than . those scbools," seniors saymg, "This year's se-

day.s. ltwasgoodin ihatitforeed

everyone to escape the Westem
.mind set. We looked at the iss~
from an Arab/Israeli, PaJestioian
point of view. Jt was great fOt

..

Bousrmn roma:rtemed.
Sou~-ni~ ~ived

Y.<

,~

an ·Out-

sumding :.Individual award fOt
on U.S.-Amb Relations. the. debatp and
of Jor~
INa11lOOal U.S...t\tab Chamber of'' dan. .
.
delegruion
r....,n..,~~"'"' and.~ Wa~nglon
Under·Secro-pf the .League of Atab
· was eleCted

,.,._......,._~cgates wo~ 9fl iS-(e<:~ogna,Pl,g.

IStael ···'~) ·· ·:.
... ·=.

· ~<mfereoce.
· at~ of

~~!~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~=J
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Rock

continued rrom page 1
what made work fun. Junior Meg
Pinkerton, a volleyball player,
viewed him as a grandfather figure and described him as"...cranky
and complaining- but in a friendly
way."
Rock'sonly living relatives are
a brother in Aorida and a sister m
California. Due to this, the students and the rest of the Carroll
community were his life.
"You could see that he was
very genuine with his concern for
the student athlete," said Pancher.
"He got along with the entire student body."
According to Pancher, Rock
suffered from ill health brought
on by a blood disorder. This winter
he broke his arm. While in the
hospital, he had his spleen removed, which reduced the effects
of the blood disorder. Just two
weeks before his death, he told
Pancher that he felt more energetic
than he had in years.

LGS
continued rrom page 1
Aimee Zicrolf, president of LGS.
'"This is a serious matter and
wiU be handled as a serious matter," said Farrell. The University
Hearing Board, consisting of faculty and students, handles charges
involving possible penalties of
suspension and expuJsion, as ex~

PageS

"Although his death was a great
loss of a personal friend,., said
Pancher, "I just hope that he wiJI

have eternal rest and good health.
That wasso~thingheneverhad."
It is obvious from the reaction
of the students that the athletic
deparunent will sorely miss Dan
Rock.
"It's not the same down there,"
Pinkerton stated. "The life that he

nior class set a great example for
us. We want to get the input of our
class and find out exactly what
they want to make our last year a
success."
Sophomore Dan Boffa was
elected president of next year's
junior class. John Hogan wtll be
the vice president, Monica
Coreman,the secretary, and Chris
Dashner, the treasurer. The on
campus senators will be Donna
Lucente and Julie Roddy, while
the off campus senators will be
Greg Bauer, Laura Boustani , and
Mike Schrage.
Regarding his plans for next
ycar,Boffasaid, "!,along with my
team of ferocious polittcal machines, plan to conduct aggrcsstve
fund raising outside of the Carroll

student body, and spend every
dime fulfilling the needs of the
student body for whom we serve."
Moe McGuinness won the
presidency for next year's incommg sophomore class. Jennifer
Shaffer was elected vice president, with Nora Mackin chosen as
secretary and John PelrUS as treasurer. Next year's on campus
senators will be Kevin Biasci and
Robcn Wagoner, while the off
campus senators will be Luke
Adams and Brian Dirk.
" We would like to bring class
unity by the indtvidual gifts and
talents of our class. I hope if
anyone has any mput or suggestions they will feel free to approach us and we will always be
open minded," McGuinness said.

Dister receives new appointment
as planning projects that will both went to study theology at the State
raise the consciousness of the uni • University of Innsbuick, Austria.
Rev. John Distcr, SJ., assis- versity community of Jesuit tra- Dister received his Ph.D. from the
tant professor of religious studies dition and show them the facility University of Bristol in England.
In addition to being named asat John Carroll University, was that their own gifts and ideas alappointed as assistant to the Aca- ready contribute in an imponant sistant professor of religious studdemic Vice President for Mission way by helping maintatn the tra- ies in 1987, Dister previOusly
dition of Jesuit education," said taught philosophy at JCU, as well
on March 8, 1991.
as servmg as chairperson of the
Distcr's recent appointment is Dister.
Dister
received
his
bachelor's
department. While holding his
in response to a recommendation
from the Committee on Jesuit/ degree in Latin and his Masters new posttton as assistant for misCatholic nature of the University. degree m philosophy rrom Loyola s\On, D1ster will conunue 10 teach
Disaer's primary responsibili- University in Chicaao. He &ben aldi,;wa~~
ties as Academic Vice President
for Mission will include developing a strong sense of partnership
between the Jesutt and non-Jesuit
members of the University community and aiding in the recruitment of Jesutts for avatlable posiuons on campus.
''There is a real problem in the
Catholic and Jesuit universtties
and colleges in maintaining the
I '
• ' I .,
•
~
I i ..
:" .I . I ' l !
traditionalcducaLion," said Dister.
l .l l '
1\ \ \ I . I:--- I ' ' ' ' ' "
"Jesuit and Catholic universities
have conformed to the models of
• No monthly service
the American universities, which
• No minimum monthly balance
in tum have conformed to the
requirement
models of German research insti•
No
monthly per check charge.
tutions".
Dister' s appointment arose out
•Unlimi1ed check writin«·
of the need to maintain the Jesuit
•Free ATM (a\1101Da11!d 1!11ermachine)
tradition of education.
card with DO c:haJae b Gftm MM::binr"It is difficult to maintain the
ATM transaCtions.
Jesuit tradition in education as the
•bJrc.anceled checks mumed.,JOU.
number of Jesuits gets smaller,"
•Acomplete,ddai1edmon1hlystaltmml
said Dister. "However, one of the
•Only SSO.,openanaccount.
reasons I am happy to be working
• FDIC insured.
in this Job at JCU is because there
No-fee udlity biD p~Y~Dmts.
•
are so many good-willed and
•
Umited
timeo&r- 200beechecks.
generous lay faculty who themselves are interested in maintainSlop in Or all us
ing the traditional education at
Jesuit colleges and universities..,
Dister spoke of his new position as preserving the identity of
Jesuit colleges and universities.
"I see my job as not telling
other people how to maintain the
tradition in Jesuit education, but
by Kristy Anderson

Hassle-Free
Checking.
I ' '

I

dwBe·

plained in the Student Handbook.
As with Iota Beta Gamma and Phi
Beta Phi in 1989, the Board can
suspend the sorority for any length
of time. The IBG's and Beta's
suffered one year suspensions.
In another matter, Lisa
Heckman, c:}irector of student activities, explained that the sorority
was also in violation of the
pledging schedule.

.ooa,

•

I

I \

I

•
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JCU Students support visitation policy change
by Jen Motvor and

Ejehon lurker
Dorm security remains the primary concern with administrators

as Student Union officers plan to
form a Student Concern Committee to pursue an extension in dorm
visitation hours.

However, ''to extend hours
means to enforce hours and if you
are going to enforce them, someone has to stay awake to enforce
them," continued Byrnes. "The
only way to really monitor that
would be if we asked security to
come and wallc through the buildings."
John Reali, vice president of

C)..

tuition costs down. If more money
is needed to increase security, it
would come from increased operating costs, which include tuition.
Dr. James Lavin, vice president of student affairs, finds the
topic of visitation hours as "something that is somewhat sensitive,
mainly because some people look
upon it as an invasion of privacy."

Cimperman hopes to bring the
views of the student body to the
attention of the administration. In
the past, the Student Affairs Committee has been made up of adminjstration and faculty only.
"Considering that the ratio is
3500 students to about 250 faculty, to about 50 administrators, I
think we have some kind of say in

reaches Lavin.
"We arc not at that point yet,"
said Byrnes.
In fact, Lavin pointed out that
he has had some complaints that
the hours are too long. However,
he aJso mentioned that "If someone has a good idea, by aJl means,
we are willing to listen." Lavin's
primary concern lies with there-

Stu~nt Un~n~es~ent,J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~cmi~ofstudcntsoncampusand

Cimpcrman, plans to "set up a
"Do you
'Would you
'Would you
committee within the Student
Union for people who are con.
support a
sign up to
sign up to
change in
live in a
live in a
cerncd about why we have the ·
visitation hours that we do and
·
'
visitation
building
building
how we can go about changing
hours?"
with
with
them."
Out of 1953
24-hour
24-hour
AccordingtoCimperman,this s~~dents
visitation
visitation?"
committee will then call for a hvmg on
1
~
ooyoo
meeting with the Student Affairs campus,
weekends?"
Committee, which has not met students
formally in eight years. The Stu- responded to
dent Affairs Committee is re- the survey.
sponsible for establishing and reR£SP.
ru:sP
viewing the present visitation -orop~ucob)'PJ. Ibc!W:
hours, which are currently I I a.m. services, said that "a considerable
"There is a certain time that the how we want our school run," said
to 12 midnight on weekdays and cost would be involved" if sccu- haJJ has to become a residence Cimperman.
11 a.m. to 2 a.m. on weekends.
rity guards were to be stationed haJl,"saidLavin. "Just for safety's
Several steps must be taken to
Donna Byrnes, director of throughout the halls to regulate sake, you can't have people com- actually change the visitation
ing in and out of the building at all hours. The SU Senate will conhousing, supports a possible visi- visitors entering the building.
sider the formation of a Student
tation extension but sees a need
"Wedonothaveenough people homs of the night"
for a security increase as well.
here to do that now," said Reali.
Despite the administration's Concern Committee on April 23.
"lthinkthereisroomforthere "We would have to increase the concemsforsecurity,inasurvey If the committee is fonned, its
10 bo buildinp dial are l4 boun size of lbe Maff.
CODductedbylheHousingOftice, reqoestforextendedvisitinghours
for visitation," said Byrnes. "And
According to Reali, a reason- students showed support for a will be taken to Byrnes, who will
I think there is room for some able budget within security is be- change in the visitation policy.
then voice the concerns to Lavin.
buildings to maybe go 24 hours ing maintained in order to hold
With the formation of a Stu- Byrnes is unsure as to what will
dent Concern Committee, actuallyhappenwhentheproposal
only on the weekends."

v .

FREE PAIR
OF SlOUCH
SOCKS WHEN
YOU PRESENT
THIS AD
NOW THRU
APRil 28TH
NO PURCHASE
NECESSARY

the privacy of those who might
oppose extended visitation.
As a consolation for restricted
homs, Lavin pointed out that the
Rcc-plcx maintains late hours for
students to visit each other and to
effectively study.
"Ican'tthinkofanotherschool
that has a recreation center open
to 3 a.m.," said Lavin. "That's
part of the reason we have it."
If a plan is to be implemented,
Byrnes would like to set up an
experimental dorm that would be
used as a "tester". Ideally, this
dorm would be East or Gnu, according to Patty O'Toole, assistant housing director, because
their single entrances make security measureseasiertoenforce.
Based on the results of the tester
dorm, further visitation hour extensionscouldbeappliedtoother
dorms.

"It can be done if there is a
compelling argument to either
change or modify the present
hours," said Rev. John P. Schlegel, SJ.
"There is much more to support the retention of the present
situation than there is to extend
the hours."
HoweverCimperman believes
that an extension is possible with
the help ofstudents because, "this
year the students have proven in a
lot of different ways that we are
rpsponsiblcand that we know how
to conduct ourselves."

STUDENT STORAGE SPECIAL!
4 Months Rental ONLY PAY FOR 3 MONTHS
May thru Sept. 3rd

~

23640 lakeland Blvd.
289-1004
Call Mary for Reservations
and Information
*******************
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Homeless advocates claim census count inaccurate
More than 50% estimated uncounted in major cities
by William Dunn
CCopynghl 1991.\M Today/Apple
Collegelnlonnotlon ~lworlc

WASHINGTON - Advocates
for the homeless have held up
· release of the 1990 Census' controversial homeless count, saying
the numbers will be so inaccurate
that they should be issued with a
disclaimer.
"ll'sa count of some homeless
people in some cities," said Lau-

rei Weir, of the National Law
Center on Homelessness and Poveny.
"Our concern is that people
will try to use these numbers to
make policy decisions. And that
would be an incredible
undzrcount."
Results from the bureau's 1990
count of homeless-the first such
attempt by the Census Bureau were supposed to be among census figures released in April and

May.
The disputed figures also contain information on the general
population, including breakdowns
on age, marital status, families
and housing values.
It's now unclear when the figures might be released.
The bureau's own investigation
of its success counting the homeless estimated it missed almost
half of New York City's homeless
and up to 70 percent 10 Los An-

geles.
The homeless count was a tally
of people found in places like
shelters and bus stations. But
counters did not go into abandoned buildings, where many
homeless live.
•
"Weare looking into their concerns and will be responding to
them shortly," said Census
Bureau's John Connolly.
Rep. ThomasSawycr,D-Ohto,
who heads a congressional com-

mittee overseeing the census, said
the homeless count "was an attempt to improve the total count
by counting as many people as
they could find.
"But it was nota full enumeration of the homeless."
The bureau will make a decision by July on whether or not to
adjust the total count for all people
missed.
(William Dunn writesforUSA
Today.)

Historians dub Reagan presidency 'below- average'
Ratings to improve as Reagan legacy gains more context
by Gideon Gil
CCopyr9\l 1991.\M Today/Apple
Colege lrtonnotoon Networlc

What does Ronald Reagan have
in common with Zachary Taylor
and John Tyler?
He ranks between those two
undistinguished figures in a rating
of former presidents by American
historians.
In a survey of 481 American
historians, Reagan wa<; rated "below average"- a category that
also includes Millard Fillmore and
Franklin Pierce - and just one
step above "failure."
Overall,he landed in 28th place
among 37 presidents evaluated by
the historians. Among recent
presidents, he was outdone by
Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford,
who both earned an "average" rating.
President Bush and two of h1s
predecessors - William Henry
Harrison and James Garfield, who
both died after shon terms in office- were not mcluded in the
ratings.
Almost half the scholars - 44
percent - surveyed by the Presidential Performance Study at
Pennsylvania State Umvcrsity put
Reagan into the "below average"
category, and 18 percent said h1s
term merited h1m a spot in the
"failure" category, which includes
former presidents Richard Nixon,
Andrew Johnson, James
Buchanan, Ulysses S Grant and
Warren Harding.
Only 1 percent of the historians said Reagan belonged 10 the
"great" category w1th Abraham
Lincoln , George Washington,
Thomas Jefferson and Frank.hn
Roosevelt
While Reagan was probably
lucky thathedidn'thavc tore!yon
the historians to elect him, they
may decide h1s place in history.

"We're the ones who write history," Tim H. Blessing, director
of the study and associate professor of history at Penn State,
said after presenting his findings
at the Organization of American
Historians conference in Louisville, Ky.
For that reason, Blessing said,
the historians' assessment of
Reagan will likely do much more
to shape the lasting perception of
the Reagan presidency than the
highly favorable public opinion
polls done while Reagan was in
office.
An overwhelming91.8 percent
of the historians said Reagan's
high approval ratings in those polls
showed that "the American people
have overestimated Mr. Reagan."
The historians who responded
to the survey are not typical
Americans. Three in four held
political views that were consistently left ofcenter, Blessing said.
But he said he doesn't beheve
their political leanings biased the
results.
"Rather, historians practiced in
the an of analysis have come to
specific conclusions because the
Reagan administration undertook
specific acts for specific goals,"
Blessing said in his paper.
Panelists responding to
Blessing's paper disagreed.
Matthew Holden, professor of
government and foreign affairs at
the University of Virginia, said
the historians' evaluation of
Reagan reflects their values and
"docs not reflect necessarily full
study of the questions bc~ng
asked."
Holden said the survey results
"arc not wonhy of the weight they
are being given."
Judith Best, a political scientiSt
at the State University of New
York College at Cortland, <;aid
she was skeptical about such an

sion was not in Amenca's best 80 percent said the morale of the
early judgment of Reagan.
His legacy cannot be seen interests; and 99 percent satd he American people improved durclearly until the impact of his ad- should have asked our alhcs to IOg the Reagan years and 74 perministration on subsequent ad- pay more of their defense costs.
cent said he strengthened the ofministrations and events emerges,
The historian s savaged fice of the presidency.
she said, and until more informa- Reagan's ethical standards and
Blessing said a prcsident'srattion, as might be contained in his personal traiLS: 92 percent said he ingcan change Significantly in the
personal papers and those of for- was not qualified in intellect to be first 40 years after his administraeign leaders, becomes available president; 76 percent said they tion, and he noted that younger
for study.
believed Reagan realized he was historians in the survey tended to
For example, she said she swapping arms for hostages in the be more conservative.
wonders whether the historians' Iran-Contra scandal, and 85 per
"The Reagan rccord,l believe,
negative assessment of Reagan's cent srud they bcheved he knew is not beyond redempuon,"
miliaary policies would have money from .Iran W8l t1owi1JB 10 B. . . . . .
(Gid~on Gil writ~s for th~
changed in light of the military's the Contta'>.
Among the few bright spots: Louisville Courier-Journal.)
success in the Persian Gulf War.
The survey was conducted in 1989
and 1990, before the gulf cns1s
began last August.
Best smd she was mtcrested
not so much 10 what the survey
said about Reagan, but what it
said about a polarization in the
United States between the views
of the general public and an academic elite.
The historians were most
critical of Reagan's domestic
policies: 90 percent said he was
"too inattentive to environmental
concerns;" 89 percent said welfare
and socia l programs were
underfunded; 66 percent said the
Reagan administration was very
or somewhat racist, and, except
for Sandra Day O'Connor,
Reagan's S upremc Court appomtments were r,ucd below average.
The majority <;aid hts policies
contributed to the 1981-82 recession and the 1987 stock market
cm<;h; few gave him much crcd1t
for the recovery from the cra'ih
and the sustained economic growth
during the 1980s.
In foreign policy, the maJority
supported his policies toward the
Sov1ct Un1on. But 70 percent said
Reagan should have pushed harder
to end apartheid m South Africa;
81 percent said the Grenada inva-
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Democrat Tsongas announces bid for presidency
by Jane Norman
ClCoP'fllght 1991. USA. Todo(/Apf:Ne
Colege tntormatlon Netwoll<

WASHINGTON-Saying the
nation "needs an economic Paul
Revere,"fonner Sen. Paul Tsongas
of Massachuseus announced
Thursday that he will play that
role in seeking the Democratic
nomination for the presidency in
1992.
"There is an economic peril
out there, and we must meet it,"
Tsongas, 50, said in a speech to
the National Press Club.
Tsongas said he will fonnally
declare his candidacy April 30 in
his hometown of Lowell, Mass.,
with rallies following in
Manchester, N.H., and Des
Moines, Iowa. New Hampshire
has the nation's ftrst presidential
primary. Iowa has the ftrst nominating caucuses.
Tsongas, who campaigned in
Iowa for two days last month,
becomes the first declared
Democratic candidate. Virginia
Gov. Douglas Wilder has fonned
an exploratory committee and
dispatched operatives to Iowa this

week, but he has not said he will
run.
In his talk, Tsongas blended
the political with the personal. He
criticized Republican administrations of the past 10 years for driving
up debt and allowing the trade
deficit to balloon, and said his
own party is in need of change.
Democrats must rcaffinn their
concern for human beings and
combine that with "reaching out
to the business community of
America," said Tsongas. "American business is not our enemy."
He also attempted to explain
his reasons for making what is
generally regarded as a long-shot
bid for the presidency.
Tsongas retired from the Senate seven years ago to battle
lymphoma, a fonn of cancer. He
said he is fully recovered and
brought his physician along to
address any questions about his
health.
"I have lived two lives," said
Tsongas. "Life before cancer. Life
after it.
"The ftrst Paul Tsongas that
you knew would not be here today.
I would have calculated the odds

and said 1996 is a much beuer
chance. But I am here. And I am
drawn here for a purpose... I am
here to pursue what I see as my
responsibility."
He said he knows where
America must go and "to remain
silent is to deny the obligation of
my survival." ·
Another obvious problem for
Tsongas is Democrats' bitter
memories of the 1988 campaign.
Like failed nominee Michael
Dukakis, Tsongas is a liberal
Democrat from Massachusetts of
Greek descent
But after his speech, Tsongas
fended off concerns about that
connection.
"I make no apologies for my
heritage," he said, noting that
President Bush also was born in
Massachusetts.
"When he apologizes, I'll
apologize," said Tsongas.
Tsongas said that if he were
still serving in the Senate, he would
have voted with the Democrats in
January against use of force in the
Persian Gulf.
"It seems to me I have to start
this off speaking the truth," he

said.
Rep. Dave Nagle, an Iowa
Democrat and former chairman of
the state party who has been critical of candidates' reluctance to
enter the race, said he was pleased
to see activity. He said Tsongas
shouldn 't be written off.
"Iowa is full of surprises,"
Nagle said. "He'll get a fair hearing in Iowa."
Nagle said he assumes Tsongas
has a clean bill of health or he
wouldn't be in the race.
"I don't see it as an issue yet,"
Nagle said.
Tsongas, a lawyer in private
practice in Boston, serves as
chairman of the Massachusetts
Board of Regents of Higher Education. His term in the Senate from
1979 to 1985 was preceded by
four years in the House of Representatives. He worked as a Peace
Corps volunteer in the West Indies
and Ethiopia for four years in the
1960s.
He is married to Nicola
Sauvage Tsongas, a lawyer, and
they have three daughters.
(Jane Norman writes for The
Des Moines Register.)

Students attend MEHA conference
Focus on global awareness, Europe 1992
by Patrick McGill
World View Editor

MEDIUM
TWO
TOPPING
PIZZA
FOR

$6.99
1982 WARRENSVILLE

381-5555
... .. .. . .
OFFER EXPtRES APRtL 7, 1991.

OUR ORI\IER$ CARRY !£SS THAN $20

"Beyond Borders: Honors
Education and Global Awareness"
was the theme of this year's MidEast Honors Association conference held in Toledo.
Several John Carroll students,
along with Honors Director Dr.
John Spencer, attended the conference at the beginning of the
month. Over three hundred students participated in the conference.
The focus of the conference
was the place of global awareness
in college education.
Throughout the weekend,
speakers stressed the need for
students to understand their place
in the world.
Keynote speaker Gaston
Fernandez, director of International Studies at Indiana State
University, urged students to take
a more active role in their communities and in learning about the
world.
He outlined the importance of
study abroad programs, for it is
only possible to begin to understand another culture by being part
of it
Fernandez presented figures

showing that the Japanese government is increasing money for
educationandexchangeprograms
whil~ the U.S. provides little if
any assistance for students wishing to study abroad.
With the pending European
unification in 1~2. Fernandez
remarked that many European
nations are instituting mandatory
exchange prog:ams for students,
as travel will become easier.
Currently, more than ten percent of European students study
abroad, which is infinitely greater
than the number of American
students.
Following the keynote address,
students broke off into small
groups to discuss the speaker's
remarks.
One of the groups discussed
the need for more action and less
talk and a change in attitude toward foreigners.
Many expressed a willingness
to study abroad but felt they could
not because of fmancial difficulties.
The group consensus was that
as soon as Americans realize their
changing and less dominant role
in the world, they should start to
learn about other cultures.
It was felt that it is inconceivable and irresponsible to expect

the rest of the world to meet our
demands.
The afternoon featured the
speaker Erdogan Kumcu, associate professor of marketing at Ball
State University. He also serves
as the Chair of Europe Year Task
Force at Ball State.
Kumcu spoke of the history of
the European Community and its
pendjng unification in 1992. Such
European cooperation, he remarked, must not go unnoticed by
the United States.
The U.S. will control a smaller
bloc of the world's trade as a result
of one Europe trading instead of
twelve separate countries.
(The twelve countries in the
European Community are: the
United Kingdom, The Netherlands, Denmark, Greece, Belgium,
Spain, Portugal, France, Luxembourg, Gennany, Italy, and Ireland.)
Every other year, Ball State
focuses on a different country or
group ofcountries to heighten their
students' awareness of other cultures.
This innovative program of
sponsoring lectures, films , and
other cultural events will focus on
the twelve European Community
nations in 1992.
The weekend provided ample

opportuni.ty to discuss the role of
the U.S. in the world as well as the
need for more education.
The various speakers stressed
that taking an active role in this
education is the responsibility of
everyone, especially students.
On the ftnal day of the conference, the Carroll trivia team of
Katie Brown, Patrick McGill,John
Orsanic, and Susanne Seekers
placed third in the International
Trivia Bowl, amassing 465 points.
The team came up with answers to
questions ranging from what
countries comprise Lapland to who
owns the Auckland Islands.
(Answers can be found on your
nearest world map.)
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ECOLOGY ~ ECONOMY
NIGHTS
Bring your OWN mug and we'll fill it
..... cheap!!
BelqptSom
was~ed
he told MollY
he'd loVe a1d protect
her lorevec

GHOST

TONIGHT!!
TABULA RASA
FRIDAY 4/19
HIT SQUAD
FRIDAY 4/26
BLACK HOLE JOKERS
$1.00 off w/JCU I.D.

Friday, April 19 and
Sunday April 21
in
Kulas Auditorium
Free with Discount Card

Cedar & S. Taylor Ads.
Cleveland Heights
321-4072
21 & Over

CAMPUS LIFE
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Hough Project offers outlet
for JCU service
by Chris Reed
Stgff Reoortw
With the help of Campus Ministry students frequently assist in
Cleveland's Hough Project. JCU
smdents now go down to
Cleveland's lower east side each
Saturday of the school year to
help fix up houses under the supervision of Paul Kelly.
Involvement has been ongoing
since 1985 when Rev. Richie
Salmi, SJ .led this service project.
Kelly participated in this project
when he was a ~reshman at JCU.
Kelly now works with both
Judith White and Sharon Hummer of the Famicos Foundation,
who provide the house keys and
the lists of necessary tasks at each
house. Kelly said "we do small
patching jobs and painting for
about four hours." He said that
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Editors note: The Carroll
News. in an attempt to keep the
Carroll community informed of
rampus happenings. is implementing the Campus Notebook.
Please give any information to
he Campus Life editor by the
Monday before publication.

\Dan

~

and

Company :Jor 9Lair

On Saturday, 42 students
were inducted into Alpha Sigma
Nu, the Jesuit Honor Society.
Congratulations to: Eil((en
Carrigan, Jill Evans, Susan
Governale, Carl Helbling, Jennifer Kogut, Debra Lacovic,
Marilee Leciejewski, Keith
Marcinowski, Michelle Ogilvie,
Anne Peui,Jay Pinkenon,Jeffrey

"how many houses we get done in
a semester depends on the size of
the place, but usually two are
completed a semester."
Currently, Campus Ministry is
working on the second ltouse of
this semester, which they started
in the middle of February.
Sister Henrietta, a nun who
works in the inner-city, started the
Hough concept after being inspired
by Dr. Martin Luther King's last
speech. In 1970 she formed the
Famicos Foundation, a non-profit
orga.'lization, which later teamed
up with other organizations forming a cooperative coalition.
"Famicos ,gets vacant, rundown, almost unlivable homes,
rebuilds them and then leases them
to low-rent families or individuals
for small amounts," said Kelly.
Each of these houses then has a
15 year lease which upon expira-

Steele, Laura Vareha, Elmer Abbo, ness hororary society. ConMichael Aquino, Julia Arnold, gratulations to: Doug Bakka,
Natalie Bell, Gregory Billhardt, ' Natalie Bell, Micheal Ewald,
Regina Catalano, Cassie Chigi, Joseph Metz, Shawn O'Reilly,
Joe Cimperman, Julie Csank, Valerie Zupancic, John BoutMichael DeRubeis, Pat Downie, ton, Lawrence deBaltzo, Carl
A.
Michael
Darlene Ehrler. Michael Ewald, Helbling,
Guy Fabe, Linda Heinz, David Knemeyer, James Loeffler,
Hutzel, Thomas Joseph, Lisa Robert Rigsby , Patrick
Klepac, Heidi Klett, James Spicuzza, Laura Vareha, Tracy
MacGillis, Roseanne Nowinski, Winans, Sidney Spencer, GreShawn O'Reilly, Thomas Peppard, gory Tropf, Timothy Vara,
Colleen Rivas-Plata, Mark Senn, Jonathan Veres, and Dr. AnJeff Stiltner, Paul Szwejbka,JuJie drew Welki.
Tweed and Aimee Zierolf.
Nine JCU students were given
the Sacrament ofConfumation on
Sunday. Congratulations to:
Pamela Buehner, David Herlihy,
Louis Kemp IV, Albert
Pawlowski, Christopher Polian,
Kelly Raymond, Scott Raymond,
Jasmina Tadic, and Michael
Vulku.
On March 8th, 19 business students were inducted into Beta
Gamma Sigma, the national busi-

3978 Mayfield Road • Cleveland Heights, OH

382-9959

Due to ou~ great response ·we are now inviting
back all John Carroll students in for a spring
special. Come in and get a professional body
wave or perm at a great price.

''''

SUMMER SESSIONS
IIIOCIURES
NOW IURILRILE
Couno• orrond Ill arou or:

Body waves Reg. 50.00
Perms
Reg. 50.00

Now $25.00
Now $25.00

Aru&ScienCH
llusinen

Education
ProfetsionaJ Studies

Haircuts:
Women
Men

Tor &oro lnforeatJoD. call or wrlto:

Now $15.50
Now $10.50

Javier University Summer ~"iont
3800 Victory J'>arl:way
Cincinnal.i. Ohio ~207
(~13) 74~-3601

• Make an appointment with Peter*

1••'-r U•l••nkr •

u

Lion turns ownership of the house
over to the tenants.
Kelly has strong feelings regarding the Hough project "IL's
positive," said Kelly. "rt takes
people down and shows them a
different environment. It gets them
(the students) out of University
Heights:'
Unfonunately. he admiucd that
it's hard to predict anything, good
or bad, about Hough.
Kelly expresses his single purpose concerning Hough this way:
"I just want to keep students
involved."
With determination like that,
JCU should be helping those who
benefit from Hough for years to
come.
For futher information, or if
you would care to volunteer for
the Hough Project, contact Paul
Kelly in Campus Ministry.

·Mi-.

•n••lc c••..•kJ c........ • ...., ••,.n••IIJ rer •ll••r•••
r· - -· ....... ..a~.,.......a.... L•rala

Happenings 4/18-4/25
4/19
German
Club
Volkswagon Push around the
Quad, 3 p.m.
4/20 JCU Concert and Jazz
Bands with Boston College
bands. Kulas Auditorium, 8:30
p.m. FREE.
4/22-4/28 Greek Week. See
bulletin boards for details.
4/25 1992 Housing sign-ups
begin in the Murphy Room.
4/25-4/26 Beaudry Award
Election.

JCU snows support
for poor at
Christmas in April.
~&fk~

AJP>ll'nn

~®

To help, contact
Mr. Bookwalter,
assistant to
president, 397-4425.
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Today's college graduates face bleak
entry-level job market

by Patrick J. Lynch

The shrinking job market in
Nonheastcm Ohio mirrors the rest
ofthesuuesasMay graduates face
entering the work force.
Officials with J.he Placement
Office at John Carroll University
note a smaller number of businesses coming on campus to interview this spring. The Placement Office was five to six companies off their pace of recruiters
from the year before.
A Decline in Recruiting
"We lost a few banks and financial service companies like
Dun & Bradstreet also, companies that sell office equipment like
Conica and Xerox aren't looking
for as many spotS to fill this year.
Recruiting is down in the accounting field too because of the bankruptcies and mergers in the past
year. SrudentSarehavingatougher
time getting placed," said Susan
Generazio, director of placement.
"We saw a new record of 200
companies at Carroll last year;
that's up from only 65 coming in
1985. We always plan for a 5
percent increase, but we're predicting a 15 percent decline in
recruiting this year," she nolCd.
"I believe there are jobs to be
had, I just have to look for them.
It's a cop-out to sit back and give
up," said JCU senior Susan Mack,
who will graduate with a B.A. in
Communications.
"I'll make it," said Michael
Stein, a graduating English major
whose goal is to be a newspaper
sports columnist in a big city. "I
don'tneed billions ofdollars to be
happy. Success is not a stale of
affairs, itS a state of mind. I just
want to end up doing what I like."
The College Placement Council (CPC) Salary Survey for
January of 199 1 said 1991 graduates face a tough market with only
a higher demand for studentS in
technical fields. Starting saJaries
for engineers is ncar $40,000, up
7.6 percent from last September.
Business Grads Hit Hard
Tough job times will affect the
majority of business school
graduates. According to the CPC
Salary Survey, new accountants
fell a 2.6 percent pay drop to
$25,700 since last September,
while business administration
graduates saw a 4.2 percent decrease in pay to $22,500. Economics and finance majors will
facea3.4percentdroptoa$24,300
salary, while marketing majors
will see a 2.5pcrcent slide to
$23,000. However, Generazio

said Carroll srudentS have been
receiving relatively higher salaries
than the national average with
banks staning in the low 20s and
management in the mid- 30s
"We are being more aggressive in our outreach and development of programs for studentS.
Companies are being more cautious. They don't want to have to
layoff good people. Some, who
were looking for 20 spots to fill
last year, only want 10 this year.
Others are not coming at all, but
there are companies looking to
expand. The student must go to
them all," said Generazio.
Help is Available
The Placement Office is developing an alumni career search data
base to supplement the decline of
on-campus recruiters. "We are
currently setting up lists ofalumni
from New York City, Boston,
Chicago, Cleveland, and Columbus, Ohio. These lists will be
available for all srudents or alumni
to use. AU the alumni on the list
have indicat~ their desire to give
advice and direction LO the students, " said Elizabeth Swenson,
dean of Student Development.
Students should not expect LO
find a job in Carroll's back yard.
"Students should keep an open
mind as to where they want to start
their career. You can't limit
yourself to living on the east side
of Cleveland. There are a lot of
companies looking for employees
to work in other regions," added
Generazio.
Several prospective May
graduates said they are not yet
frightened by the recession.
''I'm very confident in my
education. I have a solid background in my area ofinterest. This
place has prepared me well," said
Danielle Grunenwald, a senior
graduating with a degree in secondary education.
According to Generazio, education majors face a tough road
since most east side Cleveland
companies are refraining from
normal recruiting patterns this
year. The CPC Salary Survey
indicates starting saJaries up 4.3
percent to Sl9,000 as of last
September.
"It will Lake a good four to sill
months to find the company that is
good for you. It is now more
tmportant than ever that students
employ all available resources as
they embark on their search,"
Generazio continued. "Students
will have to market themselves by
answering ads in the papers, networking with alumni, and following up as best they are able to
with their interviews."

StudentS who were self-motivated in their college career bring
that same energy into their career
search. "The people that have
been on top of thmgs succeed.
They register early, use what
Placement has to focus on a career
objective and follow up as soon as
possible. It's the studentS that see
me in May who have not registered, not started their careersearch
and do not have comparatively
high grades; this group will be in
real tough shape this year," said
Generazio.

What is your childhood fantasy?

"l want to go to the
Disney Castle and
have dinner with
all the characters.n
(<

Siobhan Malave
-c..

"To be Kate Pierson
from the B-52's"

Inconsistent Placement
As of April 16th, 405 of a total
641 students with senior status at
Carroll have signed up with
Placement. Placement helps prospective employees sharpen their
resume writing skills, prepare for
interviews and, most importantly
direct students onto a career path
that utilizes their best talents. A
battery of tests that identify career
aptitudes and desires are open not
only for seniors and alumni, but
for all underclassmen.
Twenty-nine students have
been placed. This number is 20
down from last year. Swenson
attribu tes the low score to
Placement's inconsistent taiJy
methods of finding out when students get jobs to when Placement
fmds out about it.
Based on the 77 percent of the
studentS reporting employment as
of last August. 15.3 percent of the
class of 1990 are involved in a
career in sales. Next highest was
a tie at 10.5 percent employment
between accounting and management trainee programs. 29.5percent of these students chose
graduate school.
Paying the Rent
StudentS are settling for less as
their expectations of ivory towers
melt into sharing a cramped urban
apartment to pay the rent.
"I' ve interviewed but I have
not gotten any offers yet," said
Mark Johnson, a management
major graduating in May. "The
job market is not good for anyone,
Lord knows what I'll be doing. I
figure I'II get any old job till I get
something I want," added Johnson.
Generazto reflected this sentiment. She said, " Don't be afraid to
take something beneath your level.
lfyoudonotstray from your goals,
you will get where you want."
"1got an internship with Ernst
& Young," said senior accounting
major, Patrick Spicuzza noting
shaky job security." But if 1don't
produce or if the need for the accountantS drops off any more, I' II
have to look elsewhere."

Diann Dellafiora
Sophomore

"To catch some
tasty waves and a
buzz and
thus achieve my
own personal
nirvana"

Stephen M. Jessie
Sophomore

Ray Lowe
Senior

"To someday
berome a member
of New Kids On
The Block"
Pat Can
Freshman

,.._
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Alexander Rutsch exhibit impresses all
notice the similarities between my portant. Every nothingness is a
clothes and the painting next to form, a pattern that changes conme in an instant For Rutsch, it tinuously." By describing an artist
I arrived at Mitzie Verne Gal- was instmcLUal.
who stares onto a blank canvas
lery Saturday expecting to listen
Alexander Rutsch is an inter- and envisions a great work of art,
to a lecture by an artist who pro- nationally acclaimed artist. In over he brought all of his self-proclaims himself as misunderstood, 30 years, he has worked with such claimed "blaa blaa" into context.
as many artistS do. I thought this masters as Salvador Dali. Rutsch
Rutsch's work is scattered
simply because, before Saturday, was the only artist ever commis- across the globe in many private
I was oblivious to the existence of sioned to do a portrait of Picasso. and public collections. Among
Alexander Rutsch or his work. I
Rutsch's work is usually cat- those individuals who hold his
was not looking forward to inter- egorized as expressionist. The work are Jacqueline Kennedy
viewing another emotionally dis- mood of his painting seems to Onassis, Peter Ustinov, Walter
turbed artist who is angry with the coincide with his own mood. As CronKite, Rene Coty (president of
cruel world. Alexander Rutsch he describes it, he begins to paint France), and Queen Fabiola of
turned out to be exactly the oppo- consciously and with intent but Belgium, just to name a few.
site. I left grateful that I had re-- eventually "I begin to act without
Much of his work reflectS his
ceived news of the "lecture" and knowing what I am doing. The philosophy. His sculpture is made
had been compelled to cover it.
painting begins to guide me." solely out of found objects, usuRutsch entered the gallery af- When questioned on when he ally junk that is molded into huter a visit to the Cleveland Mu- knew a painting was finished, he man or animal figures. His paintseum of Art and immediately simply answered, "Nothing is ever
electrified the gallery, so much so finished. You never know when
that those in attendance were taken to finish." In a sense, the painting
aback. Rutsch noticed their un- determines when he stops, but
easiness and broke the ice by pro- just because he stops does not
claiming "I am not crazy! I am not mean that it is finished.
crazy!" Everyone broke into
Rutsch and I got into a conby Julian Sevillano
laughter.
versation about the expanding
The Battle of the Bands, sponHe was told I was a reporter, universe and I asked him if he ever
sored
by the Student Union, was
and immediately made a com- thought it would end. "Nothing
parison between my green and can ever end," he responded. "At supposed to be a showcase offour
navy rep tie and a painting using every end is a start. " According to talented, original bands. Talented
similar colors that bung on the Rutsch, "The greatest revelation they were. Original, they were not.
Four bands, The Jesters,
waJI behind me. The small group for me is nothingness. NothingJonzday,
The Sky Dogs, and The
was amazed at how he was able to ness for an artist is extremely imEddies competed for a $500 f.trst
prize. Each band was given 20
minutes to prove itself.
The Jesters played f1rst and the
longest - about 40 minutes because The Sky Dogs were not
ready. Their vocals were not bad
and they played some halfway
decent covers, but they lacked any
excitement.
Next came The Sky Dogs who
started out with a cool rendition of
a Muddy Waters tune. They were
led by strong vocals and distinguished themselves from the other
bands by ~lay ing all types of
covers.
Jonzday(p r onounced
Jones-day),
armed with guitarSpending your SUMMER in Pittsburgh?
s! inger Rob Fargo, set themselves
by Julian Sevillano
Asst. Entertainment Editor

ing almost always contains
somesortofhuman clement,
such as a face.
Much of his
work is of nudes
because "It is
logical to be
nude. When
they put leaves
on themselves
in paradise, did
they do so to
keep warm? No,
their actions Alexander Rutsch visits John Carroll
by Mazulu Nuiy
were illogical." .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _·pboto
__
_ _ __;
Several of Rutsch's works, in- library until April28. The exhibit
eluding sculpture and mostly oil is free and open to all during regupainting, will be on display at the Jar gallery hours.
Mitzie Verne Gallery in Grasselli

Battle breeds imitation

DuQUESNE UNIVERSITY
DUQUESNE'S 1191 SUIIIIER SESSIONS
OFFER A WIDE RANGE OF:
-TRANSFERABLE COURSES*
*ACCELERATED SESSIONS*
~ART DATES MAY THRU JULY*

Registration for visiting students is easy by phone, fax, mail or in person!

INTERESTED?
CALL 1-800-283-3853
for your .complete
SUMMER 1991 INFORMATION PACKAGE

J onzday delights the crowd at the Battle of the Bands
·photo by Julc Maoko

apart by playing classic rock covers,andbeingrealshowmen. There
was definitely not a dull moment
in their performance.
The biggest example of
unoriginality has to be The Eddies.
They are the model teenybopper
band. They played covers from
such bands as The Violent Femmes
and Modem English. Does this

1991 Summer Session
Case Western lleserve Univa'sity
nus summer you can move ahead In englneerin& the
bumanltlcs, sod2J sdeoccs, oannl sciences, and management. Take advantase of speda1 summer~ tuilloo
rate of S267 per aedlt hour.
Summer~ e"JileDds Crom)lme 4 lbroogbJuly 31
and lndudes special scssioos for premedical~
• Imensive ~ ocm:r two semestem of work In
general chemi.say, orpnlc c:bemisUy, physics, and !abe.
June;" to July 3 and July 8 to August 9.
For a copy of the Summer Sessloa Roster and
application marerials, please CIXlbC!:
University Registrar

223 P2rdce Hall
Case Western Reserve University
10900 Euclid Avenue
Ocvdand, Ohio 44106-7042
(216) 36&-4318

ft
CWRU

remind anyoneofhigh school sock
hops and mixers? And what's
worse, they won.
, Cover bands are for high
school, not college. I thought
college was for experimenting.
Why don't bands go out on a limb
and try something different while
they still can? After graduation,
they will be tied toajoband won't
have much to say for their musical
career except that they played
some pretty good renditions of
other people's music. What kind
of achievement is that?
Why listen to a band playing
another band's material when you
can buy the cassette at any record
store or turn on the radio and hear
it? Any group of competent musicians can pick up instruments
and play someone else's music.
But it takes more to write original
music and lyrics. If bands have
original music, they should perform it If this is what John Carroll
has to offer, perhaps they should
not offer anything at all.
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Pat Benatar's fading star
rekindles with True Love
by Philip Budnick
Entertainment Editor

familiar with blues, what a better
way to be introduced to this genre
of music.
In a recent Los Angeles Times
interview, Benatar said the reason
she decided to record a blues album was that she began to "feel
boxed in."
"You start
worrying
about chart
numbers and
sales figures
and not why
you made an
album. I have

rekindled.
Chrysalis Records- Benatar's
label - is quite optimistic about
Benatar's latest endeavor.
Chrysalis President John Sykes
says, "In an era of disposable artists, we think: that if you offer Top
40 radio a great record and one

After belting out rock: and pop
hits for the past decade, PatBenatar
now sings the blues on her new
album True Love.
What a pleasant surprise this
album is. Benatar's four octave
voice has never sounded better
than on this, her 11th album. The
frrst single from the album is the
titktrackandprobably my favorite
on the album. "True Love" mesmerizes its listener as Benatar's
voice carries you away and into
the music. Listening to True Love
is almost nostalgic in a way due to
its innocent and basic qualities.
Her voice is definitely entic- time to move
ing, and it gets better as each song on. I' m light
gets further away from the tradi- years away
tional rock songs we are used to from the perhearing her sing. I was in rever- son I was when
ence upon hearing her voice reach I started out."
a crescendo in each song.
ln{Ulageof
Benatar's voice puJls the listener processed and
in, and then drops and catches you formatted radio it is sur- ~~~==~=:;:::=:;=;:==::::;:=::;::::=======~
before you fall.
True Love is very refreshing. prising to see L--,...--~-:-:--=----=-----=-:-::-=~-..!.:~-:-:-7--J
Benatar seems comfortable sing- someone break: the rules.
ing the blues, and she seems to commercial successofother"rulc behind it."
enjoy it No pun intended, but it breaking" artists such as Paul
Benatar will go on tour later
seems Benatar has found her "true Simon, Cowboy Junkies, Bonnie this summer, and she will not be
love" singing blues.
Raitt and more recently Chris performing any of her "hits." The
Playing backup throughout the Isaak, Benatar's organic album show will consist only of her new
album is theacclaimed blues group may even have the commercial "blues" material and she will tour
Roomful of Blues. The album success it deserves. Hopefully with Roomful of Blues as her
plays smoothly and everything Benatar's once fading star will be backup band.
flows together so nicely. Benatar
doesn't forget how to belt out a
song altogether; I don't want to
make it sound like this is Linda
Ronstadt and the Nelson Riddle
Orchestra.
Benatar gets things moving
with two B:B King cover songs
"Paying the Cost To Be the Boss,"
and "I've Got Papers On You,"
and Albert King's "I Get Evil."
Then in the traditional blues style
she mellows out with a smooth
rendition of "So Long."
Here the music just accompanies her voice so beautifully you
will forget she ever sang "Love Is
A Battlefield," and you wiJI never
want to hear her sing "Heartbreaker" again.
Million Students Will Qualify
The album continues to give
For College Grants & Scholarships
you a piece of what Benatar is
Learn the quickest a: easiest ways you can
truly about - a powerful-paswin both scholanhlps and financial aid awards.
sionate voice that can carry a tune
GUARANTEED
as well as emotion. This is most
apparent in the title traek.
CALL NOW (216) 348-7453
The CD of True Love contains
a bonus traek: of "Please Come
Home For Christ."llas," which is
quite a unique version of the song.
Do I like this album? Is that
obvious. This is such a pleasant
change. For people who are not
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Benda focuses on academic and community needs

---by Chris Reed
Stoff Reporter

-

Reverend Frcdcnck J. Benda,
SJ., a priest, teacher, and rector,
has returned to John Carroll University. Benda, an Ohio naove,
has led a vaned hfe.
He grew up in Toledo with
two younger sisters and a younger
brother, and graduated from SL.
Francis De Sales High School in
1959. Following that, he attended
the seminary at Colombiere College in Clarkston, Michigan for
four years.
Continuing his training, Benda
then went to West Baden, Indiana

where he studied philosophy for a
year and continued studying for
two years in North Aurora, Illinois.
In his third year, he went to
Loyola University in Chicago to
complete his masters degree in
the Classics (Greek and Latin). He
then taught three years of English
and Latin at the Cleveland area
Walsh Jesuit High School and
subsequently studied theology for
three years at Regis College in
Toronto. Benda was ordained as a
Jesuit in 1972.
Benda has ambivalent memones of the seminary.
"We were being prepared for
something that didn't exist. even
though I enjoyed it" Everything
was constantly changing for him
because of Vatican II's updating.
"I snll had good courses and
good teachers," he conceded.
From 1972 to 1977 he participated in the University of Texas'
Ph.D. program in Comparative
Literature.
Between 1977 and 1985, he
belonged to JCU's Classical and
Modem Language Department,
wherehetaughtmythology, Word

Power, World
Drama, Latin
and
Greek
classes and was
the language
lab's dtrcctor.
In 1980,
Benda was m
Rome fora year
teaching Latin,
Greek, mythology, ancient
history, and an
On-Sight lecture course
through Loyola
Untversity's
Study Abroad L..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;-phoco:....____;r:....ot_""_bl_
_
"'_~~e_w_
......
__J
program. The
On-Sight Program consisted of teaching one class, Word Power,
going to such locations as the and is again the JCU rector.
Pantheon, the Colosseum, and the
Benda's position as rector
Roman Forum and discussing keeps him very busy.
them with the class.
"I am basically in charge of the
Between 1982and 1985,Benda Jesuit community and ultimately
was JCU's rector. He then left responsible for everythmg," satd
JCU to teach in the University of Benda That could include anyDetroit's Classical and Modem thingfromfoodtohcalthto money
Language Department, returning and cars for the Jesuits. He returns
toJCU in mid-May, 1990
to Detroit for Jesuit meetings at
Currently, Benda lives m both least once a month.
Bernet and Rodman Halls, is
Benda has a good rapport with

thcJCU faculty.
"He is a very capable, orgamzcd, mtelligent, and wiuy person," said Dr. Katherine Gatto, a
Spanish teacher and chainnan of
the Classical and Modem Language Department
"He has a clever sense of humor.· He likes to pun a lot. His
class is very popular with the students," Gatto said. "He would
represent the younger Jesuit presence on campus."
"He's a competent director,
Jesuit, and teacher... very considerate. He gets around with his
travels and projects," said Brother
William Balconi, S.J.
Benda has many nice words to
say about JCU.
"I like it. It's a well-run school,
good programs, faculty, location,
and students. JCU is getting to be
hctter known."
Benda also likes Cleveland.
"ILis basically a good city to be
mwith a loLOfculture," said Benda.
"But it has the problems of most
major cities, such as drugs and
poverty."
He concluded, saying "all in
all, it's a good place to be."

Now you can afford . to drean1 ill:~olor
If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh•svstem vou could afford
was just a dream, then the new, affordable MadntoSh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Maontosh LC expands your palette to 256 color.,
It alc;o comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that ler.c;
you personalize your ·work by adding voice or other sounds.
Uke every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor
mation with someone who uses a different type of computer- thanks to
the versatile Apple• SuperDrive~ which can read from and write to Madmosh,
MS-DOS, OS 2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Madmosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Madmosh.
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Now You Can Afford to Dream in Color
Call 1-800-538-9696, ext. 480 for dealer information
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Fulbright scholar anticipates study in France
This wiU not be Owen's first
trip abroad, however His ftrst
visit to France during his junior
Being confined to campus life, year piqued his interest in the
many students' perspectives of the European culture, which led him
rest of the world can be limited. to his most recent visit The
But for senior Mike Owen, get- Fulbright grant will provide
ting a "different perspective" will transportation to France and living expenses there for one year.
soon become a way of life.
Owen, a Fulbright scholarship
Owen said that the applicawinner, has spent the past few tion for the scholarship was
months as a substitute teacher in very difficult to complete, in adFrance. Through the Fulbright dition to having an interview
scholarship program, he wiJJ be conducted half in English and
able to return.
half in French.
The Fulbright scholarship en"You couldn't just fill out a
ables students to travel abroad to piece of paper," said Owen.
sLUdy and teach a foreign language.
Owen hopes to emulate the difA French major and political ferentstylesofhisowh past teachscience minor, Owen was recently ers and professors to enhance his
awarded this prestigious scholar- own teachings.
ship. He will leave in August to
"I'd like to take all the good
teach secondary English in France qualities from the good teachers
and hopes to teach in Paris or and put them together," said Owen.
Commuting from Shaker
South France.

by Meghan Gourley

Heights, Owen is the third of his
seven siblings to graduate from
John Carroll University . He finished his studies here in Decemberandhe will graduate this May.
He is an active member of the
French club and enjoys photography and music.

-

Owen found it most interesting
to be in France at the outbreak of
war in the Persian Gulf.
" It was strange to tum on the
radio and television and hear them
talk about the United States and the
war," said Owen. " It was like being
on the outside looking in."

Owen expressed the need for
studentstotakeadvantageofthe
opportunities each is given.
"Going abroad enabled me to
gain a total perspective of
things," said Owen. However,
Owen notes that Studying abroad
IS not for everyone.
"We take our language for
granted," said Owen. "We take
for granted the fact that everyone does not know 1t, and I think
that's why we have a resistance
to tourists."
Owen hopes to hve and work
in France permanently, possibly
returning in the ncar future to
further his education and receive
his doctorate.
He is anxious to graduate and
move on.
"I know even 1fllive m France,
I w11l probably be back and forth a
lot," said Owen. "But for now, 1
just can't wait to go back."

Russian immigrant makes transition
as clerk at Shaker Deli
learning how to make salami,
"I wanted to survive. I didn't
cheese and pepperoni.
want to go on welfare and have
As one walks into the Shaker
Before earning her master's the government support me,"
Deli down the street, he or she degree, Bella married her husband Solovyou said. Her flfSt job was
usually sees a smiling elderly Boris. Ironically, they met when downtown as a cook in a restauwoman with _Jet black hair.
she was drowning in the Black rant named TheSegrams Lounge.
This woman is Bella Solovyou, Sea and he jumped in 10 rescue She stayed wilh this position for
better known as "Mamma" to sev- her. They were engaged one week one year.
eralJohn Carroll University stu- later and they have been married
It was then that Solovyou read
dents. Solovyou has been serving for 32 years.
an advertisement for help needed
Solovyou and her husband de- at the Shaker Deli. Her English
sandwiches, pop, and beer to JCU
students for more than ten years. cided to leave Russia after she was rough but she thought she
Solovyou, a Jewish Russian, earned her masters degree. This would give it a try.
arrived in the United States in was a difficult decision for the
The old owner liked Solovyou
October 1978 from a little city in couple because they also had two but felt that her English was too
Odessa in the Soviet Union. She children to care for, Alexander poor to serve customers. Six
enjoyed her life in Odessa but felt and Monna. However, they wanted months later she called the man
that freedom was more important to make the move because Bella's back, tried agam, and got the job.
"I love this place and the John
than the three supermarkets she mother was living in the U.S.
When they arrived in the Carroll kids," said Solovyou. "I
had been running for the governUnited States,they did not speak a like being called Mamma. • It
ment in Russia.
"I left for freedom-freedom word of English and were not fa- keeps me smiling."
of religion, freedom of speech, miliar with American customs.
The drawback to her job is
Solovyou'sEnglish is still quite when the JCU students graduate.
freedom of everything," said
Solovyou. She spent five years of broken even after the time she has
"I raise these kids for four
her life hiding from the Russian spent in the U.S. However, she years and they leave on me," said
army during the Holocaust. "It has learned everything she knows Solovyou.
was horrible. There was no food at the Jewish Community Center.
and no clean water," Solovyou
said. "People were being killed I
I
every day."
I
I
Solovyou explained that there
I
were twenty people living in a I
little room under her house that
her father built. She had to eat
1as the "Best Chinese Restaurant in Cleveland"... The Plain Dealer1
grass to survive and had no clean
Sunday Magazine cover story "The Ultimate Chinese Food Guide."l
water available to her."The army I serving the City's finest and most unusual chinese dishes. Locatedl
would just kill people for the heck l at 13955 Cedar in Cedar Center next to Pizza Hut, The Peking
of it," said Solovyou. "One a day fG ourmet is open for lunch and dinner M-THto 10, F-SAT. to 11 andl
or one a week."
I Sunday 4-9.
I
After the war Solovyou gradu- 1
Present this coupon for 10% off
I
ated from high school and went to
1
Mon.Thur.
I
college. She obtained a bachelors'
degree in how to make seltzer I Excluding other offers. Expires 5-31-91 Free par1<ing in rear. I
water and a master's degree in I
TAKEOUT 397-9939
I
natural produce, which entails

by Marc McNulty
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"HOT"

SUMMER PLANS?
Summer Sessions at Gannon vnhersity offer the
maximum nexlbility or scheduling:
• Over 150 transferable courses in bu~mes,,
eng1neenng, health 'iClcnces, humanitic' and
the \Ciences
• Start dates May through July
• Da>. c"enmg and \~eckcnd classes

TRIPS AND TOURS
•
•
•

Tropical Marine B1ology in the Bahama~.
May 14 - 31 (3-6 credits)
Three Republics Tour of the So~iet Union,
Jul> 13 - 27 (3-6 credits)
Canadian Arctic. July 13 27 (3 credit\)

Reg1stenng for a summer course at Gannon "
Call us tOll-free for a ~ummer schedule and
registration information!

ea~y.

1-800-GANNON-U, ext. 7474
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John Carroll University
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Board of Trustees Officers

--

J. Gordon Priemer '64, President
Allyn R. Adams '64, Executive Vice-President·
Mark K. Hauserman '68, Vice-President
Anthony N. Culicchia '64, Vice-President, Carroll Alumni Fund
Reed J. McGivney '73, Treasurer

-

Charles R. Abbey '71
Richard Anter '74
Mary Tullio Batyko '72
Kevin R. Callahan '80
Mary Ann Corrigan-Davis '75
Edward D. Dickson '73

--

James Clark '57
Pete Diemer '43
Michael D. Evans '62
Dr. Gerald J. Schweickert '60

Trustees
John F. Downie '55
M. Colette Gibbons '73
Charles E. Keane '60
Jon Knight '63
Donald E. McDonald '44
Donald M. McGuire '80
Ex-Officio Trustees
Kevin M. Hinkel '77
G. Allen Kopfinger '62
James M. Mackey '71

Thomas Montgomery '70
John A. Morley '55
David P. Nichting '60
Mary M. Power '83
James E. Skerl '78

Bartholomew Merella '57
Robert and Rosemary Nowinski
John Sideras '78

Chaplain
Reverend C. R. Bukala, S.J. '54

You are cordially invited to attend

THE SECOND ANNUAL
SENIOR CLASS DINNER
Sponsored by

The John Carroll Unviersity Alumni Board of Trustees
FRIDAY, MAY 3, 1991 .
Cocktail Reception 6:00p.m. - Jardine Room
Dinner 7:00 p.m. - New Conference Room

RSVP by April 26th, 1991
(Tables of eight)
Rosalie Massey 397-4322
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Is it baseball or basebawl?
by Mike Stein
Sports Editor
Mamas don't let your babies
grow up to be Cowboys or Dolphins or Browns or Steelers. Don't
let them
grow up to
Sports
be Lakers
Analysis
or Pistons
or Cavaliers, either. Especially
don't let them grow up to be Islanders or Penguins or Red Wings.
Rather, let them become Cubs or
Tigers or Indians or Reds.
There are not many qualifications to be a major league baseball
player these days. As a matter of
fact, we were all born with the two
skills required to be a top baseball
player: crying and whining. So
maybe all the mothers should not
let their babies grow up at all.
It is often said that to the victors go the spoils. It should be said
that to the victors go the spoiled.
After all, how else can you explain all the bitching and moaning
by the champions of last year's
baseball season? The baseball
diamond has become a field of
screams the past couple of years.
Rickey Henderson of the Oakland Athletics, the World Series
runners-up, seems to have forgotten what loyalty is 1n his quest for
baseball greatness. Just over a
year ago Henderson signed a fouryear, $12 million contract making
him one of the five-highest paid
players in the game. This year he
is not even in the top 30.
Henderson's time spent in diapers
prepared him well for this year's
spring training, as he has spent all
of it talking about how Oakland
has no respect for him as a baseball player, and what a shame it
would be to have a disgruntled
player on the team. I'm sure this
is a problem another million or
two could solve, though.
Pittsburgh's Barry Bonds, a
member of the National League
runner-up Pirates, thinks he is in a
league by himself, too. Appar-

ently, he's in a league with
Henderson in the crying statistics,
however. At the beginning of
spnng training, Bonds' antics were
captured on national television.
We were lucky enough to sec
Bonds being scolded like a child
by his manager because Barry did
not like some of the people taking
,picturesofhim. Later,Bondssaid
man interview with ESPN that all
he wanted was a little bit more
respect. Apparently, the Pirates
had lost respect for Bonds when
Bonds lost his arbitrauon case. It
seems that Pittsburgh had insulted
Bonds' abilities by only offering
h1m $2.4 million instead of Bonds'
requested $3.3 million. When
Bonds "lost" his arbitration case
and received the lower amount,
his feelings werehun, and he resorted to preschool tactics to show
ll

Let's not leave out the Cincinnati Reds,last year's World Series
champs. Three Reds walked out
of uaming camp, or at least threatened to, over money. First Rob
Dibble wanted his contract renegotiated after Cincinnati renewed
it for a mere$300,000-plus. After
Dibble vowed to take his ball and
go home, the Reds gave in and
shoved $500,000 his way. Later,
Joe Oliver and Jack Armstrong
left after their contracts were renewed for around $200,000 each.
Both wanted more and claimed a
double standard set by the Dibble
case. In this case, Cincinnati stuck
to its lofty morals and made them
work for these pitifully small
salaries. Both Annstrong and
Oliver came back to camp with
their thumbs in their mouths.
What does all this mean? No
great social theory can be derived
from this, but what it does show is
America's obsession with greed
'and the almighty dollar. It saturates people from the top to the
bottom of society, and has turned
today's heroes into villains. Instead of being measured by the
number of hits, today's players

compare themselves by the number of zeros in their paychecks.
Count the number of articles in
the newspaper, and compare how
many are written about crying,
whining ballplayers, and how
many arc written about playing
ballplayers. The number of the
former IS rising at an alannmg
rate. I< is making a mockery of \he
sport that has been compared to
the American way of life since its
inception over 150 years ago.
So, mamas. next time you have
to get up m the middle of the night
to comfort your crying baby, JUSt
think-on the baseball field each
teardrop would probably be worth
one million bucks.

Sophomore Diana McDanel swings at a pitch during softball
action against Otterbein on April 10.

Hits equal wins for baseball
April 9, 1975, as co-owner of the
record.
IngameoneagainstPennStateBchrend, sophomore Joe Wieleba
The John Carroll Blue Streaks' (1-0) picked up a pitching victory.
bats awakened in back to back Wieleba struck out ten batters 10
doubleheader sweeps last week.
seven innmgs, allow1ngjustsevcn
On Thursday, the Blue Streaks hits in the Streaks' 11-2 romp.
(9-9, 2-2 in the Ohio Athletic
In the second game, the teams
Conference),lOOktwogamesfrom battled to a 6-6 ue after nine inOAC foe Hiram, 9-5 and 9-6, then nings, forcing extra innings.
traveled to Erie on Friday and Freshman pitcher Patrick Farrell
swept Penn State-Behrcnd in a (l-0) got the nod in the bottom of
two game scncs 11-2 and 7-6.
the tenth, and retired all su batters
Agamst H1ram, the Terriers he faced to earn the victory.
pitching Stafflooked liJce true dogs Sophomore carcher Brian Toohig
as the Blue Streaks pounded out
19 hits for 18 runs. Junior third !-*·~
·X•
baseman Rick Matousek, who
1'he newly formed John
came into the week batting just
Omol!UnivcrsityvoUeyballclub
.172, broke out of his slump by
tms·reached the regiooa.ltoumacollecting five hits in six at bats,
ment at Kent State University.
while scoring one run and driving
'n!e
.toumamtllt ~._place on
in four.
't~
~~~L27,
ad·
' with :tht)~"ijMl~--~-~
Also, junior second baseman .'~w~. . . ~ lQ
the t~ei.flevel
"' ' {)[ the
Bryan Hilke tied a 16-year old
playoffs.
""
team record when he stole four
ln ilS IOO$t recent tOOrnament
bases in game one. Hilke joins
oo Match 17 at StowHighSchool.
Tim Bailey, who stole four bags
the
club finished in ~and
place'
:....
..
against Case Western Reserve'on
by Tim Horan
Stoff Reporter

tea~

drove m the game-wmmng run 10
the top of the I I th.
Senior second bascman/designated hitter Jeff Hannon was
hardly sleepmg at the plate.
Hannon was 9-12 With four RBI
and four runs scored. He also
Improved his batting average tO
.366, which as best on the team.
And. Hannon was selected OAC
hitter of the week.
The team wi II be back in action
Saturday when the Streaks play
two games wtth Ohto Nonhcm at

BrackenField. GameQIICstartsal
J p.m.

Volleyball club in tourney

,._..._..,

::.·-:··:.~

932-6999

13179 CEDAR at Lee

Hockey coach resigns
by Mike LaForest
Stoff Reporter
John Carroll University's head
hockey coach for the last four
ycars,J im Conners, has announced
his retirement. Connors cited time
constraints as the primary reason
for his retirement
"I've done enough tO get them
started," Connors ~id. "They can
do it now."
In the past four years, John
Carroll 's hockey team has improved a great deal. Last season,
the Blue Streaks finished first in

the Midwest Collegiate Hockey
League playoffs. The team was
even better this season winning
half of their league games and
handing Purdue their only two
losses of the year. Due to a
tiebreaker, the Streaks did not
qualify for the final game of the
playoffs this season and finished
third overall.
Conners said that he felt happy
with the progress that was made
with the team over the last four
seasons.
"No one takes John Carroll
hockey lightly anymore," Conners
said.

MONDAY - FRIDAY
• 99¢ Happy Hour
4-7:30 pm
THURSDAY
• Taco N1ght
• Margaritas by the Pitcher
FRIDAY
• OJ

.

Catch the
STANLEY CUP
PLAYOFFS
Here
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Pro scouts eyeing Carroll quarterback
by David Caldwell
Sports Editor

-

A few hundred of the finest
collegiate football players in the
country will be nervously sitting
by their televisions and telephones
this Sunday and Monday, anxiously awaiting the outcome of
the National Football Leaguedraft
John Carroll's standout quarterback Larry Wanke says he won't
be one of them.
"I'm treating it as a normal
Sunday and Monday," Wanke
said.
Wanke's laid-back approach to
draft day certainly is not an indication of how he or numerous pro
scouts feel about his prospects of
an NFL career. In the months
during and since Wanke's record-

breaking senior season with the
Blue Streaks, nearly every NFL
team has sent scouts or coaches to
see JCU games or to put Wanke
through individual workouts.
"IL'sbeenarealexciting time,"
Wanke said.
Last Friday Cincinnati Bengals
head coach Sam Wyche put Wanke
through a workout at Wasrrer
Field. Wyche was the only head
coach to come to Carroll to scout
Wanke, leading to speculation that
the Bengals are among the teams
most interested in drafting the
former Carroll quarterback.
"It'spretty rare fora head coach
to scout a player," Wanke said. "It
was a lot of fun to workout for a
head coach."
Wyche, who met with reporters after the workout, feels that

Wanke has NFL caliber talent,
despite his NCAA Division 1II
background.
"Larry will get his chance in an
NFL camp," Wyche said. "The
size of school really doesn't mean
that much to an NFL scout."
Wyche would not speculate as
to what round of the draft Wanke
would be selected in.
"The draft is a crazy thing, so I
never guess what round a player
could go in," Wyche said.
Wyche said that he personally
visits about25-30 players prior to
the draft.
The past few weeks have seen
a flurry of scouts either coming to
JCUorcalling Wanke away to put
him through a series of tests and
workouts. Carroll head coach
Tony DeCarlo estimated that in

all 25-30 scouts representing about
20 NFL teams have come calling.
"The general consensus has
been positive," DeCarlo said.
"They feel he is mobile, with excellent footwork and arm
strength."
The process of nearly constant
scouting visits, tests, and spur-ofthe-moment workouts ha~ created
a rather busy spring semester for
Wanke. In a three-day span last
weekend, the Bengals, New York
Giants, and Buffalo Bills all conducted workouts for Wanke.
"Sometimes I feel like a doctor
who's always on call with the way
thescoutscall at any time," Wanke
said. "But, it's for my own betterment. It's the kind of thing you
dream about as a kid, and I've
worked hard for a long time to get

to this point."
"This has been kind of a trying
time for him," DeCarlo said.
"There's a lot of anxiety in the
whole process."
DeCarlo believes that the
Bengals, Giants, and New York
Jets are among those most likely
to give Wanke his chance at a pro
career.
"There is such a large pool of
athletes, it's hard to speculate how
the draft will go," DeCarlo said.
"I've heard he could go anywhere
from the fifth to the twelfth round,
or that he'll be a free agent invitee
to a training camp."
Whatever happens, Wanke is
not likely to suffer any draft day
jitters.
"I think I might play golf
Sunday," Wanke said.

Tennis teams start season on winning note

-

by Julie Eva ns
A sst. Sports Editor

John Carroll University's men's tennis team opened the
season with a strong 3-1 start. The Streaks recently
defeated Hiram, one of the top teams in the OAC, 6-3.
As the Streaks' top four players return, the team hopes
to capture the championship that got away last year. The
Streaks have a strong foundation with last year's returning
top four players, captain Jamie Lynch, Mark Semler, Vlad
Alexander, and Dmilri Hionis, who won 38 matches and
lost only 17.
"We really have diverse players and at every match
we've had a different line-up," said Lynch. "Our starting
six hasn't played one match together, but we have a strong

bottom half and a strong bench."
The Streaks began the season with all six starters, but
lost sophomore BradRaitz to an injury. JuniorGregSuhur
and freshmen Emery Smith and Dave Noriega are competing
for the open position.
"Smith and Noriega have played the last few matches
and won," said head coach Greg Debeljak. "The freshmen
have played very well, but we won't know who won the
position for a couple of weeks. The seniors haven't played
a lot yet, so they're still a little rusty. As it gets closer to lhe
championship, we·n start building and peak at the right
time."
Debeljak believes Lynch has taken a prominent role and
provides leadership for the Streaks.
"Lynch has done a lot of organizing and helping to

prepare the other players," Debeljak said. "He's really
gone above and beyond the expectations for a player."
The women's tennis team, the OAC runner-up a year
ago, lost three starters and are 1-1 in conference competition this season.
"We feel we're playing strong even though we lost our
number one and number two singles," said junior cocaptain Lori Rice. "We're really getting excited about the
season and believe we have a lot of potential."
Carrollloslto Hiram, lhe defending OAC champion, S---,._4 last Thursday. Number two player Colleen Kajauski,
number four Lori Rice, and number six Michelle Currey all
won.
The men play at Mount Union next Wednesday while
the women will be at Ohio Northern on Saturday.

Carroll sports fixture won •t be forgoHen

by Kevin Krlleger
Through years of ups and
downs, growth and changes, performances, and preparations, there
had always been a single steady-

ing influence present in the John
Carroll University Athletic Department A "Rock" of ages, it
mightbesaid,aman who had seen
and felt the fresh autumns become
winter and then melt into spring,
time and again.
Selfless! y he performed the less
glamorous but most essential
functions ofan athletic equipment
manager, enabling the variousJCU
athletic teams to engage in their
pursuits without a hitch.

Beneathalow,grumbling voice
and a deliberate manner he hid a
big heart-one large enough it
quietly enveloped, with a secret
love and strength, both his work
and the student athletes that
benefitted from it.
Dan Rock was a man who left
an impreSsion on many, and is a
man who will be forgotten by few .
His figure will stand tall amidst
the fond memories of many a John
<;:arroll athlete, past and present.

"John Carroll University was
Dan's family, and he always
seemed to find working here to be
very personally rewarding," said
Jim Pancher,JCU head equipment
manager. "He seemed such a
permanent fixture in the athletic
department He loved athletics,
and he really cared for the student
athletes."
Even the hallway leading toward the equipment room seems
less full now without Rock's tall

Back by popular demand.
Thursday
Live: The Eddies

riday
DJ's spinning records
Classic Rock to Alternative Music

Some ~hings are worth ~ji] ~'W}i£j
repeatmg. You asked for ~
1~
it, so we're bringing your '-.,7 ~·
favorite special back! Offer expires May 10, 1991
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·-----------------·
: get the second one free! :
1

1

~•IJ·IilJ•~
I~~.·!,_·!~

.___S«:cndsandll4d11obtol

Mayfield & Warrensville

~cr--vllue.Noc

381·2424

I

goochlifiMy...., cll4r. Valdunll ~ 10,1981 JC~

-------------------

frame jutting out from behind the
far desk, without his occasional
warm humor, and without his more
usual grizzled remarks.
It seems that, over the course
of a Blue Streaks' university career, the caustic banter that may
have intimidated anyone as a
freshman became a refreshing
reminder as a departing senior that
not everything had to change, that
some of the good things remained
the same.
"Rock was a ~real guy to work
with," said junior Kelly Krueger,
a varsity soccer player and assistant equipment manager. "Healways had something pleasant to
say, and he' 11 be missed. You just
don 'tsimply replace someone like
that, because he touched the lives
of a good number of people."
It seems poetically fitting that
Rock was buried on opening day
ofhisfavoritesport, baseball. And
it seems even more fitting that
someday-someday soon- the
visage of Dan Rock should hang
on John Carroll's Wall of Fame
with many of the other that have
meant so much to the success of
JCU athletes.
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Women·s track team wins invitational; men fifth
by Brennan M. Lafferty

A good team effort led lO last
Saturday's flrst place fmish by the
John Carroll University Lady
Streaks at the Case Western Re-serve Track Invitational as the
Streaks streaked away with the
hardware for the second straight
year.
The Bhle Streaks, with 114
points, outpointed second place
Geneva College, which accumulated 107 points, and third place
Grove City, which finished with
73 points.
Carroll senior Heather Peltier
was named "Outstanding Middle
Distance Runner" of the meet due
to her two ftrst place finishes.
Peltier won the 1,500 meter run in

a time of 4:54, and LOre the tape in
the 3,000 meter run at 10:56.
"Ididn'tknowwhattoexpect,"
Peltier said. "Even though I had
won two races there last year, the
night before I had a much more
difficult race against a higher
quality ofcompetition when I won
my ftrSt race at Ohio Wesleyan."
Other top performers for the
women •s team were sophomore
Karen D'Angelo, who sprang
herself to a ftrSt place fmish in the
high jump, sophomore Lauri
Kransteuber, who placed second
in the 400 meter hurdles, and
freshman Kim McCall who
sprinted to third and fourth place
finishes in the 200 meter and 100
meter dash, respectively.
The John Carroll men's track

team had a different type ofgoal in
mind when they LOok lO the track
last Saturday at Case.
"We were not as concerned
with winning track meets as we
were at concentrating on qualifying for the Ohio Athletic Conference championships later in the
year," said men· s track coach Don
Stupica. "We didn't even enter
the refays."
Given those facts, JCU still
managed to place fifth in the meet
with 82 points, only six points
behind third place Wooster and
ten points behind second place
Thiel. Case Western took first
School record holder Joe
Runkel, a senior, aided the Blue
Streaks'causebywinningthe 110
meter hurdles with a time of 14.86

seconds, which is only two hun- throw of 140 feet, 11 inches, comdredths of a second away from a pared to 139 feet, 3 1/2 inches for
qualifying time for the NCAA Osterman.
Championships, where Runkel
Stupica believes that the
traveled last spring. Also, Runkel Streaks have a definite chance at
leggedoutawinningtimeof56.91 improving from last year's sevseconds in the 400 intermediate enth place finish in the OAC
hurdles.
Championshaps since he thinks
John Carroll history was also John Carroll "can run with the
made by Runkel's fellow thinclads better kjds in the league."
Ed Koontz and Mark Waner. • The men's track team next
Koontz, a sophomore, won the travels to Denison on Saturday,
3000 meter steeplechase in 9:57 while the women •s team ventures
flat and Waner, a senior, circled to Miami University to run in the
the track in 32:20 in the 10,000 All-Ohio Invtlationalthis Friday.
meter run.
Both teams will then experiAlso, senjor Eric Hunkele won ence something that they have not
the 400 meter run with a time of experienced tn nearly a decade: a
50.33 seconds. Junior Tim Jewett home meet on Tuesday. The Alledged out teammate Tony City Invitational will be held on
Osterman in the discus with a Wasmer Field next Tuesday.

JOHN &: CAROL

TERESA WJAKA

WORD PROCESSING OVERNIGHT
SERVICE
LOW RATES AND
SHORT NOTICE WELCOME. CALL
338-5224ANDLEAVEA MESSAGE.
Beachwood wooong mother interested in before and after school cafe
Summer Sublets Wanted
for two children (2nd and 4th grade)
Law firm seeking furnished apartments for the 1991 - 92 school year. Must
for summer associates to sublet. have car, and live locally. Weekly
Please contact Debbie Tomedolskey salaty negotiable. Contact 765-1567
(586-7906) or Lorie Hart (586-1351 ). evenings
MATH TUTORING - All levels. in· For Sale: Refrigerator· like new,
eluding statistics. can David at 691- includes picturesque scene at no
0812. Available anytime, including additional cost

Help Wanted~ Dial America, nation's
largest telemarketing firm needs
communicators to wort<
9am - 1pm, 12pm • 4pm, 5:30pm •
9:30pm. 6pm ·10pm, or9pm - 12am.
Flexible scheduling. For interview
call 333-3367.

trustworthy person to assist
Fairmount Circle family with weekly
housecleaning. Call371-2108 after
8p.m.

HOUSE FOR RENT • FULLY FUR·
NISHED 2 BEDROOM - Walk to
JCU, large living room. dining room ,
aU applianoes $675 a month/ 3 stu·
TDL Word Processing Low rates - dents maximum. Contact- day 586and evening 991-9304.
Overnight service . 382· 4093

EXCELLENT INCOME! EASY FREE ROOM IN EXCHANGE FOR
1991/ 1992
WORK! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT BABYSITTING.
SCHOOL YEAR. CALL 381-3641,
HOME, CALL NOW!
1. 601 - 388 • 8242 EXT. H 3189 24 EVENINGS
1-- - - - - - hrs.
- -- - - - - --;Live in opportunity for mature atld
BEACHES
responsible student in exchange for
Beach House for rent daily I weekly on babysitting. 15 minute commute from
beautifullakeErie Greatforsummer campus. Funonthegofamify. Good
partiesorgettogethers-- from 10-40 sense ofhumorandpitch-inattitvdea
people. Includes: Jet Ski. sailboat. must! Please cafl321-3266.
windsurfer, motor boat. waterskiing
and fishing all on a secluded, private
sandy beach. Horseback Riding,
golfingandamusementsarejustmin- Lon and Krisbn - Sony about the
utes fr'Nay. Call Michael Picasso at polish jokes!
861-8652formoreinformation Sum-- - -- - - - - - - 1
mer is just 100 days away!!!
HOT ROD • Next time we ask Mr.
- - - --i Pizza Man for a ride to Mugsy·sl •
Mooner
F
A
S
T
FUNDRAISING
Kristin • "FLUSHING!"
PROGRAM
$1000 In juat one week.
Eam up to $1000 for your campus Fabian. U owe me. because U A U
organization . Plus a chance at $5000 and I an I JAH RASTAFARI - Rasia
morel This program worl<s! No in· Pete
vestment needed. Call 1-800-932Alyson. It plaoes the lotion in the
0528 Ext. 50
--- basket Marilyn Tipton I
Matrix Hair Show
-------~
Males & Females needed to partici- Personal classifieds are free for stupate. For further information contact dents Stop in the CN offioe
Nicole at 439-1052. Free Hair Care

PERSON:\L

FROM THE PENTHOUSE

f1fAN<i

ETiiAN KUCHARSKl

-rEN]

lf_EHP_ITff
OFF-LINE

PATRICK KlLCLlNE

QUARTER MOON.

FEEBLE MIND MARK RAKOCY

"I THINK WE MAY BE
SINICING SI "
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"This JBM PS/2 is a lot easier to use
than that vacuum you sent me!''

-

How're you going to do it?
Even in an untidy room, you ean turn out some neat work on an IBM Personal
System/2.® With its preloaded software, IBM Mouse and color display, it15 easy to
Jearn and fun to usc. Turn it on and its ready to go. No time
wasted installing programs. Bolish off a pile of unfinished
reports, papers and other assignments in short order. And
add some impressive graphics for the finishing touch.
You' re entitled to a special student price and you can pay
it off in aHordabJc installments with the PS/2® Loan for
Learning:" Get more work done in less time and you may
even have enough time to d ean your room.

PS/2 1.t !

-

IBM PS/2 Model
55 SX(W61)

• 8515 Color Display

All the benefiiS of the 55

•IBM Mouse

SX (U31 ) with twice the fixed

• DOS 4.0

storage space.

• Microsoft Windows 3.0,

• 2Mb memory

• Word for Wi11tdows·.

• 80386SX (16MHz)

• Excel•,

processor
• 60 Mb fixed disk drive

• Miao Channel architecture

• hOC Windows Utilities·,
• ZSoft SoftType••

• One 3.5-lnch diskette
drive (1.44Mb)

$2,799

Make your move to IBM for special student prices on the IBM PS/2.
Your Collegiate representatives they will be happy to give you a demo
of the preloaded Microsoft software. Call Pam at 371-9164 at your convenience.
~
6

~

a.

----------------- - - ·-

==-~~(!)

'Th1s offer IS ava1lable only to qualified students. faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2's through part1c1pahng campus outlet s. Orders are subJect to ava1labihty Pnces are subJect to change and IBM
may Withdraw the offer at any lime w1thout wntten not1ce
'•IBM, Personal Sy ste m/2. and PS/2 are reg1stered trademarks of International Busmess Mach1nes Corporation
@IBM Corporat1on 1990.

00~------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------_.

